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 Once again I would like 
to take this opportunity 
to welcome everyone 
to this edition of the 
Fortyniner.  As always, I 
would like to acknowledge 
the contributions of the 
volunteers who contribute 
to our Association as well 
as those who sit on our 
executive.   I would also 

like to congratulate our Honourary Colonel and 
Lieutenant Colonel on some prestigious awards.  
Honourary Colonel Dennis Erker will be inducted 
into the City of Edmonton’s Community Service Hall 
of Fame and the University of Alberta has awarded 
an Honourary Doctorate of Laws to our Honourary 
Lieutenant Colonel John Stanton.  

I would also like to acknowledge the contribution 
Chief Warrant Officer Mike Bludd has made to our 
regiment.  His forty-five year career will be coming 
to a close once he turns sixty and hits compulsory 
retirement this fall.  CWO Bludd’s career has 
spanned many units and tasks, finishing where he 
started as a reserve infantryman.  I’m sure his wife, 
Mary, will appreciate the fact that he will always 
be welcome in the Jefferson Armoury Warrant 
Officers’ and Sergeant’s mess.

As for my own regimental activities, I have spent 
the last training year instructing.  The fall found me 
teaching on in-house .50 Calibre HMG and Basic 
Winter Warfare courses.  After Christmas, I was 
attached out to an organization that would remind 
many of the old Militia Training Detachment, the 
41 Brigade (North) Battle School, to be the 2IC 
for a Basic Military Qualification (Land) course.  
In case anyone is wondering this type of course 
load would seem to be the way of the future, with 
yet another round of changes to most recruit and 
career courses being implemented over the next 

few months.  Fortunately, it would seem that the 
reserve force is being held in very high esteem.  
We will be able to take control of our own future 
as much if not all of our formal training, including 
some of the courses in the Junior NCO path will be 
done locally at the armoury floor.   

It should also be said that in spite of the increased 
awareness of the dangers found in operational 
deployments in general and the slant of our 
national media against the Afghan mission in 
particular, it may be shocking for many people to 
find out that the trade of infantry in the regular 
force is oversubscribed.  For most the only way 
into the infantry is through the reserve force with 
available positions starting to diminish as well.  
Therefore, despite a popular prejudice in some 
quarters, many young people are as eager to serve 
and take risks as ever to the point where many are 
being turned away or siphoned into other trades.   

The transition in training is one of many that 
our regiment and the military in general will be 
undergoing over the next few years.    One thing 
I hope that doesn’t change is the high regard that 
the public still retains for the military .  It’s not that 
I’m worried about scandal, but with the Afghan 
mission winding down the attention of the general 
public will no doubt shift focus to other areas.  
Furthermore, with recent court decisions regarding 
veterans’ benefits, it would seem that there are 
ongoing issues with that department as well. 

In closing, best wishes, and please ensure we have 
your up-to-date contact information. 

Brendan Yuill

President 

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association.

The Association Presidents’ Message
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By Hans Brink (L Col Ret’d CD)

I can’t believe this is my third attempt at putting 
together the Regiment’s Annual Forty-Niner. 
It doesn’t seem to get any easier with practice, 
especially if one gets busier in other things. I did 
get some feed back from a couple of people about 
the last edition. 
Ken Froland writes, “Hans,  I want to tell you 
how much I enjoyed the new 49er !  There were 
some good stories and I believe you achieved your 
approach of making it interesting to everyone, 
from the veteran to the new cadet.  The funeral of 
Pte Lawson, Christmas dinner in Yellowknife,  Mr. 
Bietler’s account of the day Walter Strang was killed, 
and a super special account of  Bill Teleske’s funeral 
all made for some interesting reading. Makes you 
proud to be a member of such an organization .  

Kia Tam wrote, “Best 49er ever!.”  Thanks to both of 
you and I hope many others agree.

It has been a good year.  Canada is out of 
Afghanistan-sort of- as I know some friends of 
mine are still over there.  Several members of the 
Regiment has served overseas in the past year or so 
and all have made it back safely.

Where I spend a good deal of time, the museum, 
it too has had a very good year.  We seem to be 
getting busier with more and more schools making 
the trip to the Prince of Wales Hertitage Centre 
and the LER Museum.  Maurice White and I have 
even made trips out of town and brought a piece of 
history to the schools.  For the 3rd year the Soldier 
Through Time Summer Camp at the museum has 
occupied a couple of weeks in July.  The camp 
wouldn’t have happened were it not for the support 
of  Kathleen, Ted, Jim and Darby.  I am especially 
thank-ful for their support.  This is good PR for the 
Regiment and the Military.

Valour Place will be completed by the time this 

Editorial magazine reaches your mail box and playing a part 
in bringing it to fruition has been most rewarding.  
I think the Regiment should be very proud that 
our Honorary Colonel Dennis Erker took on this 
initiative and built Valour Place.  This house will 
be a model for more right across Canada.  The 
full story of Valour Place will be the subject of a 
longer article in the next edition.  However, you can 
read all about  Valour Place on its Web Site, www.
valourplace.com.

Sometime over the past year the Regiment 
appointed a new RSM.  CWO Brougham Deegan is 
now the new top NCM and I am very sure he will do 
an outstanding job.  CWO Kieth Jacquard is going 
to take his commission and move onto other work 
within the regiment or brigade.  Unfortunately I do 
not have a full stroy or pictures to show you in this 
edition.

One issue that many of you might not be aware 
of deals with a small town in Hoevelaken Holland 
the monument of Walter Strang.  Pte Strang, an 
LER,  was killed during the liberation of the town, a 
story of the liberation was in the last edition.  Ken 
Froland wrote me to say how upset he was that the 
LER, as a Regiment, did not want to participate in 
any of the annual events held by the towns people 
every May to honour the Regiment and Walter 
Strang.  He is most upset that the Toronto Scottish 
Regiment has stepped up to take much of the glory 
and honour earned by the LER for themselves.  
Walter Strang was a TSR at the start of the war and 
joined the LER just before Ortona.  Ken and Walter 
became good friends.

In September the TSR will honour Theo Zuurman, 
he flew here for Bill Teleske’s funeral, with a Mess 
Dinner for all the work he has done with the Walter 
Strang Foundation.  What are we, as a Regiment, 
going to do to honour all those who died while 
serving in Holland and Northwest Europe?

My editorial rant is finished and so is the space.
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I have to say that my three years as Commanding 
Officer were the most rewarding, interesting, 
saddest and professionally challenging years of my 
military career.  I won’t say that the time flew by 
quickly as it did not in my mind. 

There were times where it seemed that time had 
slowed down, specifically during the December 
2009 to March 2010 timeframe when Cpls Zach 
McCormack and Joshua Baker were killed in 
Afghanistan and the unfortunate death of Pte Matt 
Radawitz in a vehicle accident here in Alberta. 
With three funerals in less than ninety days the 
Regiment was certainly stretched to the limit 
both mentally and emotionally. But in true Eddie 

form we were able to take the blows from the 
unfortunate deaths of our “brothers in arms” and 
soldier forward.  Likewise with the casualties, both 
physical and psychological, that the Regiment has 
suffered in Afghanistan and Bosnia I could not help 
but notice a certain pride and maturing of soldiers 
and officers alike.  Wars can certainly make or 
break a Regiment.  I think that our experiences in 
Bosnia, Afghanistan and other war torn countries 
around the world, that Eddies have participated 
in or been witness to, in the second half of the 
20th century and first half of the 21st century have 
certainly enhanced and engrained the reputation of 
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment amongst our fellow 
Reservists and Regular force brethren. 

Our motto “Fears No Foe” could not have been 
better demonstrated than over the past three years 
but also the past twenty years with both domestic 
and foreign operations the Regiment has been 
involved in as sub-units or individually.  It is quite 
clear that Eddies are not afraid to go anywhere 
in the world where trouble is occurring or has 
occurred including the Sudan, Ethiopia/Eretria and 
Sierra Leone. 

When I reflect on the training that the Regiment has 
accomplished over the past few years such as BTS 
and live fire field exercises, it is little wonder that 
the soldiers and officers of the Regiment are held 
in high regard in Canada and overseas.  Aggressive 
and realistic field training is the foundation on 
which a Regiment especially an infantry regiment 
is built upon. It gives the soldiers and officers 
confidence in their skills, equipment, each other 
and themselves.  It is this same confidence that also 
helps to build the Esprit de Corps of a regiment 
and ensures that it can soldier on through all types 
of adversity and loss, whether that is in Canada or 
overseas.

L Col Mike Prendergast preparing to go on a patrol in Kabul  
Afghanistan.  Photo by Mike Prendergast
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Another aspect of the Regiment that we can all be 
proud of is Valour Place.  Most of us are familiar 
with it so there is no need to describe it.  What 
impressed me the most was the leadership from 
our two Honorary colonels, Dennis Erker and John 
Stanton, along with assistance from Honorary 
Colonel (retired) Sandy Mactaggart.  But leadership 
without support is for naught.  Fortunately the 
Eddies suported the vision for Valour Place which 
resulted in funds being raised for the facility along 
with increased public awareness through the walk 
for Valour Place.  Media and fund raising events 
such as the Gala Event in May 2010 that kicked 
off the fund raising campaign for Valour Place 
also increased publi awarness of Valour Place 
and the Eddies.  The fact that the CDS, General 
Walt Natynczyk and his wife Leslie are honorary 
patrons for Valour Place clearly demonstrates their 
confidence in the Eddies!

After about sixty years of use, Camp Harris was 
sold off.  It had fallen into disrepair and had 
not been utilized as often as it had in its heyday 
and certainly much less over the past fifteen 
years due to operations and training events.  
The $1.25 million that was received from Reid 
Built Worldwide has been used to purchase new 
ceremonial uniforms for the Band.  The CF only 
provides DEU for Reserve Force bands which 
means the Regiments and/or Associations have 
to raise funds for uniforms beyond the standard 
issue.  The rest of the money has been invested in 
a number of funds with the Bank of Nova Scotia. 
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Advisory Council 
(LERAC) which consists of the Honorary Colonels, 
CO, RSM and a representative from the Association, 
Museum and Regimental Senate oversees the 
investment and disbursement of the funds.  LERAC 
is registered as a society in the Province of Alberta 
and has charitable status with Revenue Canada.  I 
have no doubt that the money invested will serve 
the Regiment well in the future. 

I have faith in the Officers, Warrant Officers, Senior 

NCOs, Junior NCOs and soldiers of the Regiment 
to continue to build upon the reputation of the 
Regiment and ensure that all of us live up to our 
hard earned reputation from successive wars and 
operations starting in World War I to World War II 
and Korea to Bosnia and Afghanistan. The future of 
the Regiment is in good hands and will continue to 
live up to its motto 

Fears No Foe!

A photo of Valour Place as it looked on 1 August 2012.  Hope-
fully the rains will abate and the landscaping can commence.  
Painters and drywallers are inside making it look faboulous.

Valour Place
Hope Away From Home

The house that Edmonton built will be opening its 
doors this October.  Events in the first week of  
October will see a number of VIPs and major  
donors getting their first look at the new faciltiy.

It is expected that the first occupants will be able to 
use  Valour Place on 6 October.
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2011 ANNUAL HISTORICAL REPORT

THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT 
(4PPCLI)

1 JANUARY 2011 TO 31 DECEMBER 2011

OVERVIEW

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment has had an intensive 
training year.  The unit had a total strength of 220 
all ranks, including 9 soldiers who were deployed 
overseas.  We have conducted some exciting and 
rewarding training throughout the year.

The unit was able to participate in training that was 
relevant to the operations that are being conducted 
by the Canadian Forces overseas.  The mission of 
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment is to generate and 
sustain combat effective Infantry soldiers focused 
on Basic Infantry skills and the ability to operate 
in Winter Warfare conditions in order to serve on 
operations at home and abroad. The unit stands 
ready to defend Canada, as well as to supply both 
individuals and small formations to Canadian 
commitments to UN and NATO operations.  To 
that end, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment has 
successfully completed its mission in 2011.

UNIT TRAINING ACTIVITIES

The Officers and Senior Non Commissioned Officers 
attended the Lieutenant Governor’s Levee Day at 
Government House on 1 January 2011.  

Regular unit parading and training resumed in 
January and the Officers and Non Commissioned 
Officers concluded the month with a number of 
members representing the Unit at the annual 
Robbie Burns dinner held on 21 January 2011.

January to March Training

29-30 January SAFETY MANAGEMENT course for 
unit leadership

25-27 February Ex COYOTE BREACHER Urban 
Operations

25-27 March Ex COYOTE THUNDER Range Exercise

The Regiment continued its scheduled maintenance 
cycle throughout the training year, which ensured 
that the Unit’s Weapons, vehicles and general 
stores were kept serviceable.   

April to August Training

30 April - 8 May Ex WESTERN DEFENDER Brigade 
Battle Task Exercise

4 June Ex FULL BRIEF

25 June Ex COYOTE LEADER Personal Weapons 
Test (PWT) Range Exercise

22-31 July Capital Exhibition

6 August Battle Fitness Test for unit leadership

20-28 August Ex MAPLE DEFENDER in Wainwright

DRAGON BOAT 

The 2011 season for the Loyal Eddies Dragon Boat 
Team was a good one with the team boat being 
stored at the Leduc Dragon Boat Association. 

BLACK HACKLE SOCIETY

The 49th Battalion Pipes and Drums continued to 
play at unit functions and improve their musical 
skills.

September to December Training

After the summer break the unit started the season 

THE REGIMENTAL ACTIVITIES
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on 2 September 2011 with a Commanding Officer’s 
parade and then resumed the usual Individual 
Battle Task Standards training and preparations for 
the annual PWT (Range Weekend).

7 September First Parade Night/Commanding 
Officer’s Parade

10 September Personal Readiness Verification and 
annual briefings

23-25 September Ex AUTUMN GRIZZLY C7 C9 PWT 
with night supplement

21 September / 26 October Heavy Machine Gun 
Course

16 September / 16 November / 7 December Basic 
Winter Warfare Course

20 October Brigade Staff Assistance Visit / Back 
Brief to Commanding Officer

21-23  October Ex DEADLY COYOTE C9, C6, M203 
and 50 calibre weapons training 

28-30 October 41 Brigade Command Conference

2 December Officer’s Mess Dinner

10 December Men’s Christmas Dinner and stand 
down

DEPLOYMENTS

Nine members were deployed overseas, 

Cpl NathanThompson - MTTF MCU 
Sgt Anthony Swainson - CIMIC/OP ATTENTION 
Capt Eugene Whitebone- OP SAFARI  
Lt Bryn Wright -OP ATHENA 
LCol Michael Prendergast -OP ATHENA 
Sgt Kevin Kennedy - OP ATTENTION 
Lt Joshua Kyrejto -OP ATTENTION 
MCpl Mark Lobkowics -OP ATTENTION 
Sgt Adam Bell -OP ATTENTION

CEREMONIAL AND SOCIAL EVENTS

The unit deployed a bearer party to Arras France 
19-26 March 2011 to conduct the burial of Pte T. 
Lawless (49th Battalion Canadian Expeditionary 
Force) killed in June 1917 near Hill 70 as well as 
the burial for an unidentified Canadian soldier. 
Both burials where conducted with complete 
honours and a firing party drawn from across the 
CF.  The unit also participated in the following 
Ceremonial or Social Events within the City of 
Edmonton:

1 January – the Lieutenant Governors New Years 
Levee

21 January – Burns Dinner

July –  Capital Exhibition

October – Regimental Association Reunion 
Weekend

11 November – Remembrance Day at City 
Hall - Captain Jack Bowen was the Officer of 
Primary Interest, Captain Darby Whitebone was 
the Administration Officer in charge of set up, 
tear down, and the running of the event, and 
Captain Bryce Rollins (an officer from Princess 
Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry serving as the 
Reserve Support Staff Officer) was the Master 
of Ceremonies.  There was an inside ceremony 
that included a large combined youth choir and 
addresses from municipal and military dignitaries 
including the Edmonton City Mayor, His Worship 
Mayor Stephen Mandel.  Numerous Loyal 
Edmonton Regiment soldiers and band members 
made up the guard for the outside ceremony where 
wreaths were laid on behalf of numerous federal, 
provincial, municipal and local organizations.  

5 November –  Senior Non Commissioned Officer’s 
Annual Mess Dinner 

2 December – Annual Officer’s Mess Dinner
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10 December – Men’s Christmas Dinner

BAND

During the past calendar year, the band continued 
its regular cycle of training and rehearsing. Band 
strength was 26 all ranks. Engagements during this 
past calendar year for which the band supported 
were as follows:

2 January –  Edmonton Oil Kings Military 
Appreciation Night, Rexall Place, Edmonton, Parade 
Band

20 January –  1 Brigade Mess Dinner, Edmonton 
Garrison, Drumline

20 February –  Edmonton Rush Lacrosse, 
Performance of National Anthem, Rexall Place, 
Edmonton, Parade Band

5 February – Lord Strathcona’s Horse Mess Dinner, 
Edmonton Garrison, Drumline

8 February – Valour Place Fundraiser, Jefferson 
Armoury Edmonton, Drumline

24 February – 1 Area Support Group Unit Mess 
Dinner, Edmonton Garrison, Drumline

5 March, Entertainment for wedding reception, 
Edmonton Garrison, Drumline

19 March – Royal Commonwealth Society Mess 
Dinner, Norwood Legion, Edmonton, Mess Dinner 
Band

25 March – 3 Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light 
Infantry Mess Dinner, Edmonton Garrison, 
Drumline

8 April – Bids For Kids Fundraiser Performance, 
Sawmill Banquet Centre, Edmonton, Drumline

9 April – Calgary Memorial Dedication, Calgary, 
Parade Band

10 April – Band Concert, West Edmonton Mall, 

Edmonton, Concert Band

21 April – Edmonton Police Services Graduation 
Dinner, Italian Cultural Centre, Edmonton, 
Drumline

24 April – Anzac Day Ceremony, Edmonton City 
Hall, Edmonton, Bugler

30 April – Edmonton United Services Institute Mess 
Dinner, Norwood Legion, Edmonton, Mess Dinner 
Band

14 May –  Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light 
Infantry Association Mess Dinner, Wainwright, 
Mess Dinner Band

21 May – Wedding Reception Performance, 
Edmonton Garrison, Drumline

28 May – Retirement Dinner, Jefferson Armoury, 
Edmonton, Mess Dinner Band

29 May – Lilac Days Parade, Calgary, Parade Band

7 June – Association of Canadian Community 
Colleges Conference, Shaw Conference Centre, 
Edmonton, Drumline

11 June – Lord Strathcona’s Horse Freedom Of The 
City Parade, St. Albert, Parade Band

18 June – Okotoks Parade, Okotoks, Parade Band

28 June – Vimy Ridge Commencement Ceremony, 
Shoctor Theatre, Edmonton, Parade Band

1 July – Canada Day Parade, Yellowknife, Parade 
Band

1 July – Canada Day Concert, Yellowknife, Concert 
Band

7 August – Peacekeeper’s Parade, Peacekeeper’s 
Park, Calgary, Parade Band

19 August –  Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light 
Infantry, French Grey Ball, Hotel MacDonald, 
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Edmonton, Mess Dinner Band

5 September – Cochrane Parade, Cochrane, Parade 
Band

7 September – 41 Brigade Change of Command 
Parade, Mewata Armoury, Calgary, Parade Band

11 September – 1 Service Battalion, Freedom Of 
The City Parade, Morinville, Parade Band

17 September – Portraits of Honour Parade, Red 
Deer College, Red Deer, Parade Band

6 October – Alberta Sheriff ’s Mess Dinner, 
Fantasyland Hotel, Mess Dinner Band

20 October –  The Loyal Edmonton Regiment, 
Businessmen’s Social, Jefferson Armoury, 
Edmonton, Drumline

29 October – The Military Museum Gala Dinner, The 
Military Museum, Calgary, Mess Dinner Band

4 November – Veteran’s Appreciation Night, 
Edmonton Garrison, Mess Dinner Band

4 November – Solicitor General Mess Dinner, 
Jefferson Armoury, Edmonton, Mess Dinner Band

5 November – The Loyal Edmonton Regiment, 
Senior Non Commissioned Officer’s Mess Dinner, 
Jefferson Armoury, Edmonton, Mess Dinner Band

10 November – Portrait of Heroes Tour, Convention 
Centre, Saskatoon, Drumline

11 November – Remembrance Day Ceremony, 
Edmonton City Hall, Edmonton, Parade Band

19 November – 41 Service Battalion Change of 
Command Parade, Northeast Armoury, Calgary, 
Parade Band

19 November – 41 Service Battalion Change of 
Command Mess Dinner, Northeast Armoury, 
Calgary, Mess Dinner Band

29 Nov 2011, Light The Tree Fundraiser, Kipnes 
Centre for Veterans, Edmonton, AB, Concert Band

1 December – Calgary Flames Military Appreciation 
Night, Scotiabank Saddledome, Calgary, Parade 
Band

2 December – Loyal Edmonton Regiment Officer’s 
Mess Dinner, Jefferson Armoury, Edmonton, Mess 
Dinner Band

3 December – 20th Field Regiment Mess Dinner, 
Cormack Armoury, Red Deer, Mess Dinner Band

AFFILIATED CADET CORPS

The trips to the Affiliated Cadet Corps spring 2011 
were very successful and they were very pleased 
with the support provided by the Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment.   More on the Cadet Corps later in the 
magazine.

This was a “Classic Precis” from the late 70s.  How many of you 
have read it?
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EXERCISE COYOTE STRIKE

By L Col Chris Chodan, Loyal Edmonton Regiment.

Exercise Coyote Strike was held 
at Park Farm and Lost Farm 
in CFB Wainwright from 13-
15 April 2012 as a first step 
in rebuilding combined arms 
skills in 41 Canadian Brigade 
Group (41 CBG). At the Brigade 
commander’s direction, the 
Loyal Edmonton Regiment were 
tasked with creating an exercise 
that would allow other units 
in the brigade to participate 
in whatever form would allow 
them to progress in their 
regularly scheduled training. The 
format of a deliberate attack was 
chosen as it allowed maximum 
time for battle procedure and 
liaison between the units. 
 
The South Alberta Light Horse and Kings’ 
Own Calgary Regiment had already planned a 
reconnaissance exercise “Pronghorn Scout” in 
Wainwright in that time frame and were very quick 
to roll the two exercises together. Doctrinally the 
Canadian Army does not usually use Armoured 
Recce and light infantry together, but based on the 
results of this Ex, maybe it should! The infantry 
found it very useful to have recce eyes on multiple 
locations and guides in place before they started 
their final approach march. 
 
6 Intelligence Company created the scenario details 
and Intsums, as well as providing a photographer to 
record the Exercise. 15 Medical Company provided 
a medic to slog through the on-again, off-again 
winter/spring weather with the infantry. 41 Signals 
Regiment provided a CP with three signalers who 
certainly did their unit proud (the exercise could 
not have been conducted without them), and 

20th Field Artillery Regiment provided a Forward 
Observation team that added some distinct realism 
to the planning. 
 

A nice finishing touch was the BMQ(L) course from 
the 41 CBG Battle School who were co-located 
(acting as a depth enemy position) during the 
exercise, doing their final defensive and withdrawal 
training. 
 
“A” Company of the “Loyal Eddies” provided the 
main assault force with “B” company providing 
the bad guys. A Company are to be congratulated 
for avoiding a simulated enemy minefield at night, 
in a smokescreen before coming to grips with the 
enemy.  
 
After the final attack was completed, an After 
Action Review confirmed that aside from some 
basic problems that we learned from, all concerned 
thought it was a good first step back into combined 
arms training. We look forward to next year.

“FEARS NO FOE”

O Group from Exercise Coyote Strike.  Photo Chris Tombs
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D COMPANY ENTERS ORTONA

(This is taken from a report written by the 
grandson of Private Lorne McQuade and 
recounts several incidents during the fight for 
Ortona.  Editor Hans Brink)

Written by Christopher Fitzpatrick

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment under the command 
of Lt. Col. Jim Jefferson.

Officer Commanding D Company, Major Jim Stone 
and includes Pte G47284 Lorne McQuade.

Dec. 20, 1943 1200hrs

D and C companies of The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment (LER) advance along the north side of the 
Ortona-Orsogna lateral highway with a squadron of 
tanks from the Three Rivers Tank Regiment (TRT). 
The advance is moving 75 metres behind a creeping 
barrage in order to be on top of the enemy as soon 
as they come up from their cover.

Visibility is low and most of the enemy is found 
by practically stepping on them in their trenches. 
Not long into the advance there is a huge explosion 
that sends the lead tank flying 20ft into the air, 
killing the crew and the several men taking cover 

alongside it.  The blast came from 200 tons of TNT 
buried under the road and set off by a remote 
detonator by Germans in a house up the road. 

The advance reaches the outskirts of the town of 
Ortona by 1430hrs that afternoon after losing 5 
tanks and several men along the way.

Dec. 20, 1943 late night

Major Jim Stone and an officer from the Royal 
Canadian Engineers enter Ortona for some 
reconnaissance. They make it 90 yards down 
the main street of the town, the Corso Vittorio 
Emanuelle (CVE), without seeing any sign of the 
enemy.

The plan is set for the attack into the town the next 
day.  B Company of the LER will advance along the 
right side of the CVE and D Company of the LER will 
advance along the left side to provide cover for the 
Three Rivers Tanks advancing up the street itself.

Dec. 21, 1943, Dawn

B Company advances to the edge of Ortona through 
a vineyard meeting little resistance, they enter the 
town and begin to clear the right side of the street.

D Company on the left is faced with advancing 
through an open field. They begin their cautious 
advance through the field.  Pte McQuade 
remembers looking forward to a line of 
suspiciously quiet apartment buildings.

Just after entering the field D Company came 
under heavy machine gun and sniper fire. They are 
immediately ordered to retreat to the edge of the 
field; only to be ordered to give it another try.  This 
second attempt also failed and when the company 
made it back to the cover at the edge of the field 
and only 17 riflemen (including Pte McQuade) and 
2 officers (Maj. Jim Stone and Lt. John Dougan) 
remained of a company that started out at almost 
90 men. D company had been slaughtered.

The auther Chris Fitzpatrick presenting the Battle of Ortona to 
other members of the tour.  Photo Chris Fitzpatrick
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Stone requests to HQ that D company take the same 
route as B company to enter the town. Jefferson 
refuses the request because D company must 
establish a foothold on the left side of the CVE to 
clear the way for the tanks.

At this point it began to rain, the typical cold rain of 
December in Italy. 

Pte McQuade is crouched behind cover with the 
remaining members of the company, he remembers 
just crouching in the cold rain staring across the 
open field as Stone discussed a plan of attack.  He 
was just waiting for Stone to give the order to try 
the field again, because he had no other option 
and with only 19 men left he didn’t think he’d be 
coming back after this try.

Shortly after Lt. Dougan rushed back saying he had 
noticed a shallow ditch (about 3 feet deep) running 
the length of the field to a large house on Ortona’s 
edge. Dougan suggested sending 6 men up the 
ditch to try and flank the German position. Stone, 
thinking that anything was better than the open 
field agreed and ordered the company mortar man 
to lay down as much smoke as he could on the field.

Under the cover of thin smoke Dougan and 5 men 
sprint down the ditch. About the third man back 
is Pte McQuade.  He recalls “I have never run so 
fast and so low to the ground in my life. I figured 
we would all be spotted and mowed down by an 
MG42.”

They made it through the trench and right behind 
them came Stone with the rest of the men.  They 
were now behind the Germans in the slit trenches 
at the end of the field. They entered the house and 
gunned down the Germans from above. 

D company, 19 strong, had now entered Ortona 
and was about to begin the horrific street and 
house to house fighting that characterized the 
battle of Ortona. In preparation for this fighting Pte 
McQuade had picked up a Thompson submachine 

gun, his preferred weapon, in the field.

The urban fighting started immediately, with hand 
grenades being used excessively and killing a man 
with your bare hands was necessary far too often. 
With only 19 men D company managed to take and 
hold a small sector at the edge of town.

They did not, however, make it to the left side of 
the CVE to provide protection for the “C” Squadron  
Three Rivers Tank Regiment to advance and 
provide support. 

The night of the 21st, C Company of the Seaforth 
Highlanders of Canada linked up with D company 
of the LER and took over their sector allowing for 
D Company to make their way to the CVE with 
reinforcements. After reaching the CVE, D Company, 
numbering 60 men now, held position for the night 
as the tanks pull out until morning. Movement at 
night was extremely dangerous as everything was 
booby trapped. 

Dec. 22nd Dawn.

D Company leads a mad dash with a squadron of 
tanks up the CVE in an attempt to take the German 
defenders by surprise and break through their line 
of defense at the main piazza (Piazza Municiaple).

The dash appears to be working as they make it 
to the edge of the piazza, taking cover beside the 
tanks. They are receiving no fire, it seems like the 
Germans are still asleep.

In front of the Piazza is a large rubble pile brought 
down into the street by the Germans. There are 
many of these in Ortona and they are frequently 
mined. Just before the rubble pile the lead tank 
stops. The men of D Company stop as well, 
confused why they are stopping when it is going 
so well. Maj. Stone yells to the tank commander 
to keep going, but the tanker refuses due to a 
suspicious piece of sheet metal on the ground 
that he fears may be mined. As Stone yells at the 
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tanker the Germans open up. Sniper, machine gun 
and anti- tank fire slam into D Company as they 
scramble into the doorways for cover.

A German anti- tank gun on the side of the piazza is 
firing at the tanks and beginning to zero in on them. 
Stone takes it upon himself to take it out. He runs 
through intense fire across the piazza and drops a 
grenade into the midst of the guns crew, throwing 
himself against the outside of the gun’s blast shield 
to protect him from the grenade. After, he runs back 
and the house to house fighting commences again.

A common technique used in Ortona, since most 
of the buildings are connected, was a technique 
referred to as mouse holing. This consisted of using 
the PIAT (Projector, Infantry Anti- Tank) to blow 
holes in the walls of buildings, allowing the infantry 
to go from building to building without going out 
into the street. One man would carry the PIAT and 
the other would have a Thompson sub machine 
gun, grenades and extra PIAT bombs. The man with 
the PIAT would blow a hole in the wall then the 
other would throw a couple of grenades through 
the hole before jumping through the hole shooting 
off bursts from the Thompson. 

The technique of mouse holing kept the men of D 
Company safe from the deadly sniper fire in the 
streets, but made for extremely close and gruesome 
combat situations that caused a severe emotional 
toll on the men fighting in the battle. Because of 
these conditions, every man was a casualty in 
Ortona, if not wounded then they suffered severe 
physical and emotional exhaustion that made most 
incapable of combat afterwards. And for those 
lucky enough to survive, the horrors of the battle 
stayed with them for the rest of their lives. 

In one situation, Pte McQuade and another man 
who they all called “Smitty” were mouse holing 
through two buildings. Smitty was carrying the 
PIAT and McQuade had the Thompson and extra 
PIAT bombs. Smitty blew the hole through the wall, 

which McQuade quickly shot a burst through from 
his Thompson and threw two grenades through. 
McQuade then jumped through with the extra PIAT 
bombs with Smitty running directly behind him. 
McQuade ran into the room and stopped, looking 
straight ahead at two Germans on the landing of 
the staircase attempting to set up their MG-42 
aimed in their direction. The German trying to load 
the ammo belt was very young and was having 
difficulty loading the belt.  He looked up and locked 
gazes with Pte McQuade. Smitty ran up behind 
McQuade and instinctively readied the PIAT and 
slammed the butt of it into the floor, McQuade, 
still staring at the young German dropped the 
bomb into the PIAT and it fired. The bomb hit the 
landing dead on, cutting the young German in two. 
As the upper torso of the young German flew into 
the air his eyes remained fixed on Pte McQuade’s 
eyes. Even sixty years after this occurred, some 
nights when he would close his eyes to sleep, Pte 
McQuade, my grandfather, could still see the young 
Germans eyes staring at him. 

The battle of Ortona ended on the 28th day of 
December, 1943, when the Germans quietly 
retreated from the town. But, for the men who 
fought there they would never completely escape 
the battle of Ortona. 

Chris and his father (son of Private McQuade) at the Peace Me-
morial in the Piazza of Ortona. Photo Chris Fitzpatrick
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Canadian Forces at the 22nd NATO 
Military Chess Tournaments

by Cpl Stephen Stone The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Band

I have to say, Lithuania is not the first place I 
would have imagined finding myself travelling in 
the world.  But, given that it was a NATO military 
event, it seemed strangely fitting.  The 22nd annual 
Military NATO Chess tournament was held August 
8th to 12th in Kaunas, Lithuania.  It involved 15 
NATO countries and 88 players.  I was proud to 
represent the Loyal Edmonton Regiment on the 
part of the Canadian Forces team.

With its vicinity to larger, more powerful 
neighbours, there is perhaps no other country that 
would value NATO membership more (Lithuania 
is a newer member, as of 2002).  In 1991 Lithuania 
was the first country to throw off communism and 
declare independence from the USSR.  And at the 
first opportunity Lithuania became a member of 
NATO (2002) and currently participates in NATO 
missions in Afghanistan, Iraq, Kosovo, Bosnia/
Herzegovina and Georgia.   

This year more than others was a challenge for 
the Canadian team. The time of the year and the 
cost involved to fly to Lithuania did not make it 
easy to gather players. But, thanks to Fairley Erker 

Advisory Group of Edmonton and the Running 
Room (who sponsored my flight), SNC Lavalin 
(sponsor for teammate Gelani Ghiacy) as well as 
work on part of all of our units, we were able to 
have a the minimum 4 players needed for a full 
representation (6 players may represent a team, 
and then the top 4 scores from those 6 count 
towards the country’s overall score).  And this year 
we threw ourselves into competition even more 
fierce than the last.   
 
It was in 2008 that I first met Major Régis 
Bellemare, a logistics officer who had just been 
transferred to Edmonton.  Whether by chance or 
by fate, I was Major Bellemare’s first opponent in 
a blitz (fast-paced) tournament for his first game 
of chess in Edmonton.  Perhaps an equally notable 
coincidence beyond our army connections (we 
learned in post-game discussion) was that we had 
both founded chess clubs at approximately the 
same time.

In 2007 while I was starting the current University 
of Alberta Chess Club, Major Bellemare was 
creating a club for both forces and civilians in 
Kandahar.  Major Bellemare quickly discovered 
that Afghans were very passionate about chess 
and were very aggressive players. As it turned out, 
chess had long been repressed in Afghanistan. 
During Taliban rule, the game was banned and 
chess boards were burned.  Beyond allowing 
for positive international interaction, it could be 
said that chess in Afghanistan is symbolic of the 
freedoms being fought for in that part of the world.  
Four years after its creation, KAF chess club is still 
alive and well, under the management of (CF NATO 
team-mate) Gelani Ghiacy.  It continues to hold 
weekly meetings and tournaments for both military 
and civilians of all nations working at KAF.

In our post-blitz-discussion, I also learned about 
the yearly NATO Chess Championship and the 
Major’s role as the Canadian Forces organizer.

(LtoR) O Cdt Landry, Gelani Ghiacy, Maj Regis Belemare and Cpl 
Stephan Stone.
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At 8am every day the games begin. Gifts from 
home countries are given to opponents (a sign of 
friendship) as a pre-game ritual. This is followed by 
a handshake and a wishing of “good luck”.  Niceties 
out of the way, the battles over the board can 
commence.  Forty moves with 2 hours on the clock 
each and another 30 minutes given to both players 
after 40 moves (games being potentially a 5 hour 
gruelling ordeal, a test of focus and endurance).  

The lower rated players at the NATO tournament 
tend to start at international chess ratings of about 
1950.  On the top end of this year’s tournament, 
Turkey brought Grandmaster Haznedoroglu Kivanc 
at a rating of 2444.  For the uninitiated, these 
numbers are quite large and could make even 
seasoned tournament chess players quiver in their 
seats.

Though not performing quite as strongly as last 
year, my personal highlight came from beating the 
person of highest military rank in the tournament:  
General Hendrik Steffers of Holland, head of 
the International Military Chess Committee.  
Through a long, gruelling and hard fought battle, 

a small tactical victory was 
transformed into enough of 
a material advantage that- in 
an elimination of forces- 
became unstoppable by 
the end game.  The General 
was apparently was none 
too happy about the result, 
though quite gracious in our 
post-game analysis  (he did 
however exact his revenge 
by beating both teammates 
Maj Bellemare and OC 
Landry).   Members of the 
LER Band have suggested 
to me that perhaps beating 
a General should lead to 
my demotion.  Joking aside, 
such games illustrate a 
curious and unique aspect 

of the tournament, where armed forces members 
of different countries and vastly different ranks are 
able to sit down and interact with each other on 
equal footing.  

First place at the tournament was taken by Turkey, 
second by Poland and third by Denmark.  I was 
quite happy for Turkey, having become good 
friends with some of the members of the team the 
previous year.  In the face of steep competition, 
every member of our CF team still managed to 
perform well and special commendation must be 
given to Team Leader Major Régis Bellemare, of 
1 Service Battalion Edmonton.  Major Bellemare 
earned the best Canadian performance, scoring 2 
points in the standard length games and 5 points 
on Friday’s blitz tournament (also the best blitz 
performance for a Canadian since Canada came 
back to the NATO Championship 4 years ago).  

It was both wonderful to see a bit of Lithuania 
(while not playing chess) and perhaps tragic to 
learn of some of the scars of its past.  And while 
we could not all speak the same language at the 
tournament, we could all find common ground 

Competitors in the tournament hall.  
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over the chess board.  The next NATO Chess 
tournaments will be taking place in France in 2012, 
in Poland in 2013 and in 2014 it will be coming 
to Canada to celebrate the 25th anniversary of this 
Championship.

Cpl Stephen Stone is a musician with the Loyal 
Edmonton Regiment Band and Drum Line and 
also teaches chess in Edmonton elementary 
schools through The Roving Chess Nuts (http://
www.rovingchessnuts.com).  Major Régis Bellemare 
coordinates chess events within the Canadian 
Forces.  If you serve in the forces, are a civilian 
working for the forces or would like to become 
involved with military chess, send an email to 
Major Bellemare via CFchess@chess.com.  In 
addition to the NATO tournament, there is a 
yearly Canadian Military Chess Championship in 
Kingston (usually in May) at the Royal Military 
College.   More information about the NATO Chess 
Championship can be found at http://www.natochess.
com.

Photo credits: Fabrice Wantiez

CO MAKES TWO PRESENTATIONS

Story by LCol Michael J Prendergast

On Wednesday night, 23 May, the CO had the 
pleasure to make two presentations in front of the 
Regiment to LCol Mike Prendergast and Capt (ret) 
Chris Atkin.

LCol Chris Chodan presented LCol Mike 
Prendergast on behalf of the City of Edmonton his 
Commanding Officers cane or walking stick. This 
is a tradition that goes back 95 + years and was 
recognition by the City of Edmonton for the link 
between the City and its namesake Regiment.  

LCol Chris Chodan also presented Capt (ret) Chris 
Atkin with the Alberta Centennial Medal.  Some 
of you are probably wondering why Capt Atkin 
would be presented his medal seven years after the 
Alberta Centennial in 2005.  Well like many oddities 
in life there is a story behind it.

At the beginning of May 2012 LCol Prendergast 
received an email from the 41 CBG G1 informing 
him that during a “spring cleaning” at the HQ an 
Alberta Centennial medal and certificate had been 
found in the drawer of a little used filing cabinet. 
How it got there, who placed it there and why will Cpl Stone considering early game options in round 5.  

L Col Mike Prendergast (c) recieves his cane from the Honor-
ary Colonel Dennis Erker (l) and current CO L Col Chris Chodan
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most likely remain a mystery for many years to 
come. 

Later that week the medal and certificate was 
retrieved by LCol Prendergast when he attended 
the Honorary Colonels conference in Calgary. 
Arrangements were made with the CO for a suitable 
presentation of the medal to Capt Atkin.  Capt Atkin 
was grateful for the medal and for those of us who 
have known him for a few years quite speechless!

For those of you who do not know Capt Atkin, 
he started out his military career in The Loyal 
Edmonton Regiment 1809 Cadet Corps and 
is a former RSM of the Regiment who was 
commissioned to Captain after his tenure.  He did a 
tour in Bosnia with SFOR in 2003. He was also past 
President of the 49th Battalion Association having 
been involved with the Regimental Association for 
many years. 

What Capt Atkin is most well known for is being 
the driving force behind the establishment of 
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Museum. He 
took on this daunting task starting in 1985. He 
established a Museum Foundation, started fund 
raising, negotiated with the City of Edmonton 
for space at The Prince of Wales Armoury (five 
years of negotiations), and sought advice from 
the Provincial Museum regarding the display of 
artefacts. As a result of his efforts, the Regimental 

Museum was opened in 1996 at its current location. 
In recognition of his steadfast dedication to the 
Regiment and his efforts at starting the museum 
LCol Grant Mclean, CO 1996-1998, nominated him 
for the Order of Military Merit which was presented 
to him in 1998 by the then Governor General, The 
Right Honourable  Edward Schreyer.

In 2005 the Edmonton Historical Board at their 31st 
Annual Awards Ceremony recognized his efforts for 
founding The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Museum. 
The Awards were presented on November 3rd 2005, 
most fittingly, at the Prince of Wales Armouries 
Heritage Centre.

This years Edmonton Historical Boards 
Recognition Awards, the 31st annual, salute 
four individuals and two organizations for their 
contribution to building the city and helping its 
citizens appreciate our precious heritage. This 
years recipients include a military museum 
pioneer, an Old Strathcona Foundation leader, 
a community league builder and a keeper of 
natural and human history.

In 1985, Atkin established the Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment Museum Foundation to start a museum 
for the collection.  He worked hard to secure a 
permanent home for the Museum in the Prince 
of Wales Armouries Heritage Centre.  Under his 
leadership, the museum has grown and now 
ranks as one of the finest military museums in 
the country.  In addition to his OMM, the Alberta 
Centennial Medal and SFOR Medal, Capt Atkin is 
also the recipient of the Golden Jubilee Medal and 
the Canadian Forces Decoration with one clasp.

Left to right L Col Mike Prendergast, the CO L Col Chris Chodan, 
Capt (Ret’d) Chris Atkin holding his newly awarded Alberta Cen-
tennial Medal and the Hon Col Dennis Erker.
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Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of The 
49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
Association Held on October 15, 2011

1.  Attendance circulated

2. Brendan Yuill (president) called the meeting 
to order at 1508 hrs followed by a Moment 
of Silence to remember fallen comrades.

3. The acceptance of the minutes of the AGM 
in 2010 were read and moved by Lem 
Mundorf/ seconded by Murray Fearon.  
Carried.

4. Business Arising from the minutes:  We will 
start next year’s AGM at 1400 hrs as was 
discussed last year and not done this year.

Reports:

5.  Financial Report:  Terry Allison handed 
out copies of 2010 financial report to all 
in attendance and directed us through 
it.  A letter of thanks was read from 
Operation Friendship , one of the charitable 
organizations we funded, showing 
appreciation for the financial assistance 
we gave to the inner city seniors.  It was 
suggested that we put the Education 
Bursary form and info on the web site.

6. Commanding Officer’s Report:  L/Col 
Chodan mentioned the loss of one of our 
soldiers ,from C company , in Yellowknife in 
a plane crash.  We are now involved in live 
fire exercises.  Six of our members are being 
deployed to the U.K.  Basic winter warfare 
training starts in November.  There are lots 
of opportunities for military experiences at 
this time.  

7. 49er   Report:  Hans Brink away at this time.  
Great comments on the latest issue.  Always 
need more articles with pictures.

8. Museum Report:  Terry Allison mentioned 
that the new museum uniform is a golf shirt 
and vest with the museum emblem on them.  
The emblem brand is great advertising.  
“The Last 100 days of the First World War” 
exhibit is almost ready to open.  Terry listed 
the museum volunteers and thanked them 
all.

9. LERAC Report:  The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment Advisory Council represents the 
LER family with all members having an 
imput and a vote.  They administer the funds 
arising from the sale of Camp Harris.   

10. Membership Report:  Lem Mundorf said 
that there are 187 current members on the 
active data base.  Talk to your friends to get 
their memberships updated.

11. Kit Shop Report:  Ron Dmetruk passed out 
pictures of the new Regimental Coin and 
Sweetheart Broach.  He passed around the 
new LER belt buckle for all to see.

New Business:

12. Election of Officers:  Lem Mundorf moved 
that we accept the current slate of officers 
for the 2011 and 2012 year/ seconded by 
Roy Sundby.  Carried.

13. Adjournment was Moved  at 1622 hrs by 
Warren Hall/seconded by Ted Howard.  
Carried.

Respectfully Submitted

Lem Mundorf,  Secretary 

May 15, 2012 Minutes of the 49th Battalion, 
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association

Present:  Maurice White, Tom Reaume, Murray 
Fearon, Brendan Yuill , Ron Dmetruk and Terry 

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association
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Allison. 
1.  Brendan called the meeting to order at 

1901 hrs.

2. Maurice moved and Terry seconded  the 
acceptance of the April minutes as mailed.  
Carried.

3. Financial Report was given by Terry.  
Ron moved and Brendan seconded the 
acceptance of the Financial  Report as given 
out.  Carried.

4. Bursaries for the new term were handed 
out.  The association has awarded 11 
bursaries to date.

5. LERAC has agreed to loan the association 
the cost of producing the first 100 
sweetheart brooch. Information  only

6. The Kit Shop report was given by Ron . A 
discussion occurred as how to move old 
items which have been dated prior to the 
sale of the replacement units. All greed on 
a policy of offering old items at a reduced 
price and bundling the old units.

7.  The date for this year’s meeting and dinner 
was established as Saturday, 13 October 
2012. The location of the dinner will be 
back in the Sgt’s mess and all times will be 
published in The Fortyniner. 

8.  Date of next meeting will be August 21 
at 1900 hrs in Jefferson. Please note no 
meeting in Jun or Jul.

9. Terry moved to adjourn at 1942 hrs

Respectfully Submitted

Lem Mundorf, Secretary 

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
49th Battalion Association  

Annual General Meeting and Dinner

13 October 2012
Meeting is at 1400hrs

Cocktails are at 1800HRS

Dinner is at 1900hrs

Location the Brig James jefferson Armoury 
Sergeants Warrant Officers Mess

Tickets $30 in advance of 9 October $35 at the door
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The Association is awarded funds from the Alberta 
Government through the lottery funds.  Part of 
these funds are returned to the soldiers of the Regi-
ment and the Association in the form of bursaries 
for secondary academic upgrading.  This is free 
money to the members of the Regiment.  In the past 
almost everyone who has ever applied has recieved 
a cheque for $500.00.  Read on to learn how you 
can apply.

Background

A bursary to assist serving soldiers, members of the 
Regimental family, and the public with post-second-
ary tuition and education costs is available from the 
Association. The bursaries are funded twice yearly 
in an amount of $500 each. Individuals who meet 
the eligibility requirements outlined below and are 
chosen by the selection committee will receive bur-
saries. Each bursary is named after a veteran of the 
regiment and the names rotate on a periodic basis. 
Persons donating money for bursaries may name 
their bursary within those constraints. At present 
the bursaries are named for:

Major-General William Griesbach - the regi-
ment’s first commanding officer, and Edmonton’s 
most distinguished soldier
Lieutenant Colonel Leonard Harris - the regi-
ment’s medical officer throughout the First World 
War, who later commanded the militia unit be-
tween the First and Second World Wars
Regimental Sergeant Major Henry Hobbs - the 
regiment’s second Regimental Sergeant Major, who 
subsequently as an officer won the Military Cross
Sergeant David Barbour - a First World War 
member of the regiment awarded the Distinguished 
Conduct Medal and the Military Medal, and was 
wounded three times
Private Cecil Kerr, VC - a First World War winner 

of the Victoria Cross with the regiment
Private John Kinross, VC - a First World War win-
ner of the Victoria Cross with the regiment
Brigadier James Curry Jefferson - the regiment’s 
commanding officer at the Battle of Ortona
Colonel James Riley Stone - who rose from Private 
to Lieutenant Colonel commanding the regiment in 
the Second World War, and won the Military Cross 
at the Battle of Ortona 
Colonel Gordon Armstrong - a Second World War 
officer who remained with the militia in the regi-
ment after the war
Regimental Sergeant Major Ran Bowen - a Regi-
mental Sergeant Major who won the Military Cross 
at the Battle of Ortona
Private William Shaw - a Second World War vet-
eran who was active after the war in the regimental 
association
Private Roland Castagner - a Second World War 
veteran who was an active supporter of the regi-
mental museum after the war
Private Melville McPhee - a Second World War 
veteran who was an active supporter of the regi-
mental museum after the war
Lieutenant Colonel Bernard Stanton - the regi-
ment’s first commanding officer whose military 
service was entirely after the Second World War
Master Corporal Raymond Arndt - a regimental 
member killed on duty in Afghanistan in 2006
Captain John Dougan, MC – a Second World War 
officer who remains an active support of the Regi-
ment
Lieutenant Alan Johnson – a Second World War 
officer and Scout Platoon Commander at Ortona
Sergeant Les Wharton – an active soldier who 
died unexpectedly in 2005
Lieutenant Colonel Ed Boyd - a Second World War 
officer who remained with the militia in the regi-
ment after the war

Regimental Association Bursary
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Eligibility 

Must be enrolled in full time attendance at a post-
secondary educational institution in Alberta.
Can be a current member of the Association, or an 
immediate family member of an Association mem-
ber (immediate family is limited to: spouse, sibling, 
children).  

Can be a serving member of The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment, in which case the applicant must have 
above average attendance on unit parade days and 
exercises and have the recommendation of the 
company commander.

Can be a serving member of a cadet corps affiliated 
with The Loyal Edmonton Regiment, in which case 
the applicant must have above average attendance 
on unit parade days and exercises and have the rec-
ommendation of the cadet unit commanding officer.

No less than 1 bursary shall be available annually 
to any member of the public notwithstanding that 
they are not a member of the Association, or an im-
mediate family member of an Association member, 
or a serving member of The Loyal Edmonton Regi-
ment.

Selection & Application Procedure

The Association Executive will appoint three mem-
bers of the Association to form the Selection Com-
mittee. They should represent the three major 
groups within the Association, namely:
World War II veterans
Post World War II members of the unit
Current unit serving members

For Regimental applicants, selection will be 
made based on 
Attendance
Reliability and Loyalty 
Conduct and Deportment

Application Questionnaire
Financial Need
Academic record and program

For other applicants, selection will be made 
based on:

Application Questionnaire
Financial Need
Academic record and program
Letter of Reference

All Applicants must apply for the Bursary by sub-
mitting:
Application Questionnaire
A copy of tuition fee receipt for current academic 
year
Letters of reference (if applicable)
Proof of post secondary admission
A copy of academic record, of the most recently 
completed year of study. 

Submission 

Applications must be submitted no later than Octo-
ber 30 and February 28 – dates may be extended by 
the committee as required. 

The application may be sent by mail to:
49th Battalion, 
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association 
Educational Bursary
P.O. Box 501, Stn Main
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 2K1

The application can be dropped off in person to the 
Regimental Museum
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Military Museum
Prince of Wales Armouries Heritage Centre
118, 10440 – 108 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta
T5H 3Z9
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Or Fax to 780-421-9943 or email lermus1@telus.
net

Bursary Questionnaire:

Please answer the following questions, in either a 
typed or handwritten format, and include it with 
the following information. Be brief and to the point, 
there is no need to add ‘bulk’ to your answers. 
Please date and sign the completed questionnaire 
when competed.

Questions
	Your Full Name and Mailing Address

	Application Date

	Rank (if applicable)

	Name of Post-secondary Institution you are 
attending

	What programme / faculty to do you attend

	What year of study are you in

	Do / have you spent any time in another 
post-secondary programme

	How many years do you expect to spend in 
post-secondary education

	What roles can The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment play in the war on Terrorism 

	How do you see this role changing in the 
future

	How is your education making you a better 
member of the Regimental Family

	

Win points with the selection comittee by 
volunteering for Casinos and at the Museum.

Eddies attend Exercise Maple Defender 
At the Canadian Manouvre Training 

Centre (CMTC)

By Hans Brink (L Col Retd) 

Exercise MAPLE DEFENDER (MD)1101, which 
occurred August 19-28 2011. Ex MD 1101 was 
a Reserve exercise focusing on Level 3 (Platoon) 
training in a Level 4/5 (Company/Combat Team 
plus) context. Ex MD 1101 was not training soldiers 
for deployment to Afghanistan, rather it is training 
soldiers in the basics as general purpose combat 
capable soldiers. To accomplish this, CMTC has 
redesigned the training, taking a step away from 
the Afghanistan model and use the Common 
Contemporary Training Scenario (CCTS).  The 
troops participating on this exercise were all 
equipped with the Weapons Effects Simulation 
System.

This is significant because 
as the CF combat role 
in Afghanistan draws to 
a close, the Army will 
have a more pressing 
requirement for a generic 
exercise scenario that 

will serve as a basis for collective training at all 
levels.   The CCTS model is currently being looked 
at more closely and last June a writing board 
convened to arrive at the exact design.  It will 
permit for training in Full Spectrum Operations 
with a Force on Force kinetic focus. The intent is 
that the opposing force will replicate a threat that 
continues to involve insurgents and IEDs but also 
increases the threat level with conventional combat 
skills, which would be “near-peer” to the Canadian 
Forces.  Near Peer means that the enemy forces on 
exercise will be equipped at the same level.  If we 
have tanks, so will they.

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment sent 40 members 
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to the exercise and they formed the command 
element of a rifle company.  Major Mike Fawcett 
was the Officer Commanding,  WO Smith was the 
CSM.  Capt Schubert was the Company 2ic and 
CWO Jacquard filled in as the Operations Officer 
(Battle Captain).  Some of the other soldiers from 
the unit in attendance were Cpl Doug Jacquard, Lee 
Morry, Steve Deroo, and Jesse Starko.  The exercise 
consisted of two days of company stand training 
that focused on three specific objectives: How to 
execute a Convoy Escort, a Fighting Patrol, and a 
Cordon and Search. Following the stand training, 
the Battle Group spent approximately four days 
conducting Force on Force training, using the 
Weapons Effects Simulation system.

By L Col Mike Prendergast

After returning from Afghanistan on 22 Nov, two 
months of leave were a welcome relief. However 
by Christmas I had grown bored and was hoping 
for something interesting to come up.  A chance 
meeting with Captain Steve Kuervers, 20 RCA, in 
the parking lot of the Garrison Medical Centre 
early on a weekday morning propelled me to a 
new adventure. He informed me that he was going 
to Ghana as the Admin O for a Tactical Operations 
Staff Course (TOSC) taught at the Kofi Annan 
International Peace Support and Training Centre 
(KAIPSTC) and sponsored by the Directorate of 
Military Training and Cooperation (DMTC).  Since 
its inception in 2006 the TOSC has graduated 582 
students from 25 African countries.

So without further ado I started to DAG for the 
position and found out I still had to finish some of 
my clearing out from Op Athena.  Needless to say 
some items were signed off by the same person for 
both processes; and some questioned my sanity for 
willingly deploying on TD so soon after returning 
from Afghanistan. 

Tactical Operations Staff Course 
Ghana Africa

Nairobi

Photos from FB
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A few briefings followed in Ottawa at the end of 
January at DMTC where I also met all the other 
Directing Staff (DS) for the Ghana course.  While 
there I was asked if I would be willing to extend my 
stay in Africa by an extra two weeks to be DS on 
new course developed by DMTC called an Exercise 
Design, Development and Delivery course (3D) in 
Nairobi, Kenya. After pondering the offer for two 
seconds I agreed to be loaded on the course as staff. 

On 13 February I departed Edmonton for the long 
flight to Calgary, then to Frankfurt, then Accra 
Ghana.  The first legs of the flight were already 
familiar to me as Lt Brynn Wright and I had flown 
to Afghanistan on the same leg nine months earlier 
though we were then routed through Spangalem, 
Germany to KAF via service air. 

Finally on 15 February, I and a number of the other 
DS all arrived in Accra and were met by Sergeant 
Tim Clarke, the Admin NCO, and a former RCR.  We 
were transported to the Labadi Hotel and settled 
in for the night. The weather in Ghana was always 
quite nice with the temperature hovering around 
30 degrees and the humidity at a level of 65% or 
more.  Needless to say any breeze was welcome 
as was air conditioning! For those of you that are 
not aware Ghana is a former British colony which 
was granted independence on 6 March 1957. The 
Ghanaians are quite proud of their independence 
as they were the first African country to gain 
independence from their former colonial masters. 

The next few days were spent in meetings 
discussing the admin points and the course 
timetable.  The day the course started we received 
the final confirmation for candidate and our 
number stood at 32 with three Ghanaian Army 
Majors and a Lieutenant Colonel as co-DS.

My syndicate consisted of elven Captains and, 
Majors from Ghana, Senegal, Tanzania, Nigeria, 
Mali, Egypt, and Cameroon. Except for three 
members of the syndicate who had never deployed 

the remainder had anywhere from one to three UN 
deployments, most in Cote d’Ivorie or Lebanon. 
Along with my previous deployments to Bosnia 
(twice), the Sudan and Afghanistan the experience 
level in the room was quite high!

The TOSC is run over three weeks and pulls a 
number of subjects from the Army Operations 
course and covered numerous subjects ranging 
from LOAC to ROE, media awareness including 
media interviews as part of the CPX, OPP, various 
types of briefings and a CPX where the syndicates 
staffed a Sector Ops Centre.  One matter about the 
course that needs to be mentioned is that many 
African countries use this Canadian course as a pre-
requisite for their officers prior to deploying them 
in staff positions in UN HQs on deployment. So the 
officers were quite eager to learn and expand their 
knowledge in order to be well prepared for their 
future deployments some of whom were going to 
deploy within a few months.

Each day the DS would drive over to KAIPSTC in 
our ubiquitous minibus. The road was the main 
two lane highway along the Ghana coast that 
went by hotels, businesses, homes, and military 
camps.  Across from one military camp and across 
the highway on the ocean is an army 400 metre 
rifle range. It was quite interesting to be driving 
50 metres past the range which pointed towards 
the ocean on an angle.  Anchored a few kilometres 
away were ships consisting of freighters and 
tankers.  All the DS got a good laugh out of it as 
we knew in Canada this type of setup would be 
forbidden! 

While we were in Accra we had evenings and 
weekends off.  The hotel was nicely situated 100 
metres from the beach and if you were interested 
in sitting on the beach and watching the sunset 
over the Atlantic while enjoying a cool beer you 
were set.  Mind you there were the “hawkers” that 
had to be contended with, blowing sand getting 
in your food and drink, and the sand fleas that 
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enjoyed dining on exposed legs; I have numerous 
bites to prove it!  On two of the weekends we did 
a tour of the city, visited a fishing village in the old 
British port of Fort James and toured a slave fort 
which was built by the Portuguese in the 1500s. 
It was eventually captured by the British after 
numerous attempts over a few decades but never 
put into use by them as they had banned slavery 
in 1805. The fort was quite interesting to see and 
a sad testament to a previous world that exported 
about 10 million slaves out of Africa to the “New 
World” with half of them going to Brazil, a former 
Portuguese colony. 

After four weeks in Ghana it was time to move on 
to Kenya to act as DS on the 3D Course.  Myself and 
one other DS, LCol Francois Segard CO of 62 RAC, 
caught an overnight flight to Nairobi and checked 
into the Ole-Sereni Hotel where there is a Caesar 
salad named after Prince William who stayed there 
with Princess Kate a few years back.

The weather in Kenya was quite pleasant even 
though the temperature was the same as Ghana. 
The major difference was the significant reduction 
in humidity.  The weather there reminded me of 
a typical Prairie summer; hot and dry. Kenya, like 
Ghana, was a former British colony though it gained 
its independence a few years later on 12 December 
1963.

The 3D course was only seven days in length and 
had a total of eleven candidates on it.  About half 
of the course students were either staff for the 
East African Standby Force (EASF) or members 
of the east African countries who had committed 
battalions to the EASF.   Students were from 
Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda, Ethiopia, the 
Seychelles, and Burundi.

The course covered subjects such as MEL-MIL, AAR 
and culminated in a half day CPX where the course 
staff and syndicate staff acted as the PTA, HICON, 
LOCON, mentors and observers in order to give 

the candidates a feel for how to staff the various 
positions for CPX or FTX. This type of process is not 
necessarily SOP with many of the African countries 
so the candidates were quite eager to learn and 
take their new found knowledge home to their 
respective countries for implementation.

Like Ghana the DS had evenings and weekends 
off.  The hotel borders on Nairobi National Park so 
one could sit on the deck of the restaurant or bar 
and watch some of the wildlife in the park such as 
zebras, ostriches, and  giraffes just to name a few. 
We visited a giraffe sanctuary and Karen Blixen 
House museum which was made famous in the 
book and movie Out of Africa. 

So after six weeks in Africa so began the long 
journey home consisting of an 8.5 hour flight from 
Nairobi to Zurich; a wait of seven hours then a 9.5 
hour flight to Toronto with a wait of two hours 
and finally the four flight to Edmonton. Was the 
experience worthwhile? Absolutely! It was a terrific 
opportunity to see parts of Africa I had not seen 
before along with working in a multi-national 
environment which I quite enjoy. I would highly 
recommend any officer who is qualified to take the 
opportunity to act as DS on any of the DMTC run 
courses as they are quite the learning experience!

The Karen Blixen House Museum in Kenya Africa. Photo from 
Mike Prendergast
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By Captain Darby Whitebone

(This is a continuation from the last edition of the 
49er)

1st BATTALION, THE LOYAL EDMONTON 
REGIMENT

1943 - 1950

In 1943 the Edmonton Regiment gained an 
affiliation with the Loyal Regiment (North 
Lancaster) and thus was authorized to add “Loyal” 
to their designation. A new shoulder badge, 
manufactured in England, was produced in order to 
reflect the new name of the regiment. The lettering 
on this badge was of the Aldershot weave and had 
serifs. The badge was sewn onto a black backing so 
that the black showed as a border. The black border 
was adopted as a tradition from the Loyal 
Regiment. The Loyal Regiment (The 47th Regiment 
of Foot at the time) fought with General Wolfe in 
Canada during the Seven Years War. They were the 
pride of General Wolfe’s forces and gained the 
nickname of “Wolfe’s Own”. During the Battle of The 
Plains of Abraham General Wolfe was killed. The 
47th Regiment of Foot was awarded the honour of 
wearing a black line on their uniform lace to 
represent the mourning of General Wolfe. The black 

border on the Loyal Edmonton Regiment’s shoulder 
badge represents this honour.

1943 - 1950

The second pattern Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
Shoulder badge was manufactured in Italy. The 
lettering on this badge was much tighter than the 
previous badge made in England. In addition, the 
black border was sewn into the field of French gray.

1943-1949

A printed canvas economy badge was also 
produced. Although the above badges were 
concurrently worn this was the most common 
badge worn during this time period.

Badges of the Loyal Edmonton Regiment
Part Two
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THE 1st CANADIAN INFANTRY DIVISION, 
CANADIAN ACTIVE SERVICE FORCE 

FORMATION BADGE

During the Second World War the cloth formation 
badges were re-introduced. The Edmonton 
Regiment / Loyal Edmonton Regiment served 
with the 1st Canadian Infantry Division. The 1st 

Canadian Infantry Division wore a red rectangle on 
the upper part of each arm in the same manner as 
in the First World War. Brigade / battalion patches 
were not worn with the 1st Division badge.

2nd BATTALION, THE LOYAL EDMONTON 
REGIMENT

1943 - 1945

When the change in designation to “The Loyal 
Edmonton Regiment” was authorized the 2nd 
Battalion chose to deviate from the 1st Battalion 
in their pattern of cloth shoulder badge. It was 
decided that the 2nd Battalion was not an Active 
Service battalion so they should not wear the 
colours of their Active Service predecessors. Dark 
blue letters on a blue background was chosen 
and the 49th was not present. Blue was chosen 
because blue traditionally marks the second senior-

most formation in a command. (ie: 2nd Canadian 
Division wore a blue formation badge.)

3rd BATTALION, THE LOYAL EDMONTON 
REGIMENT 

1945

The 3rd Battalion Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
was formed in early August 1945 for service 
against Japan with the Canadian Army Pacific 
Force. Members came from both the 1st and 2nd 
Battalions. The members wore the Regimental 
shoulder badge of their previous unit. Soldiers 
coming from the 1st Battalion retained the 1st 
Canadian Infantry Division formation badge and 
superimposed a small size Canadian Army Pacific 
Force badge on top of it. Soldiers coming from the 
2nd Battalion did not have a formation badge so 
they wore the large size Canadian Army Pacific 
Force badge as a formation badge. The Canadian 
Army Pacific Force badge was comprised of 
members from all of the former formations. Equal 
portions of the colours from the five Active Service 
Division badges and a portion that is black make up 
this formation badge. The black represents the two 
independent Canadian armoured brigades. Due to 
the surrender of Japan on 15 August 1945 the CAPC 
did not deploy and was disbanded by the end of 
September 1945.

                     

CAPC Formation badge worn by former members 
of the 1st Battalion L Edmn R.
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CAPC Formation badge worn by former members 
of the 2nd Battalion L Edmn R.

THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT

1950 - 1967

After the second World War a new metal shoulder 
title was introduced. It was to be worn on the 
Service Dress and Patrol Dress uniforms.

1950 - 1967

A Canadian made cloth shoulder badge was 
produced in 1950 for wear on the Battle Dress 
uniform. It followed the protocols of the 1st 
Battalion’s Loyal Edmonton Regiment badge. The 
letters had no serifs and were sewn tightly with 
fine thread. This badge was also worn by the L 
Edmn R cadet corps.

1963 - 2001

The Canadian Combat Uniform was introduced in 
1963. At first only the Regular Force Regiments 
were allowed to wear distinctive Combat shoulder 
tabs. Eventually the Reserve Regiments were 
authorized similar badges. These badges were used 
until the introduction of the CADPAT uniform in 
2001.

1967 - 1977

In 1967 unification was forced upon the Canadian 
Armed Forces. All branches of service and all 
Regiments were to adopt a standard Canadian 
Forces Service Dress uniform. For day to day wear a 
second standard uniform was issued, the Canadian 
Forces Work Dress uniform. At the start only the 
standard “CANADA” shoulder badges were to be 
worn. The Service Dress badge was made with 
melton material with “New Gold” letters on a CF 
Green background. The Work Dress Badge was 
constructed with a jean-like fabric with “Old Gold” 
letters on a very dark, almost black background 
with a sewn border. 

                              1977 - 1985

Slowly, regimental shoulder badges began to 
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reappear, some officially, most not. The Loyal 
Edmonton Regiment adopted for use on the Service 
Dress jacket a curved shoulder badge that spelled 
out the designation in full. It was produced with the 
New Gold letters on a CF Green background. These 
badges were acquired at the units expense.

For use on the CF Work Dress uniform a similar 
badge was made with Old Gold letters and with a 
sewn border.

Shoulder badges were also made for wear with 
shirt-sleeve order of Work Dress. A small tab with 
Old Gold letters constructed in the same manner 
as the small CF Work Dress badge was sewn onto a 
slip-on and worn on the top of the shoulder.

1977 - present

A similar badge was made in New Gold for wear 
on the shirt with the CF Service Dress uniform, 
the CF Greatcoat and the CF Raincoat.. This badge 
had a sewn border. With the introduction of the 
Distinctive Environmental Uniform Service Dress 
this badge continued to be used for wear on a slip-
on for the shirt as well as on the DEU Raincoat.

1985 - present

The Distinctive Environmental Uniform introduced 
in 1985 saw the end of cloth shoulder badges on 
the Canadian Service Dress uniforms. The new 
Land Forces jacket introduced epaulettes. On the 
epaulettes are worn a new metal shoulder badge 
showing the regiments proper abbreviated title. 
These metal badges are currently in use.

1990 - 1995?

In 1990 the Garrison Dress Uniform was brought 
into service. Initially, a badge very much like the 
Work Dress badge was worn on this uniform. This 
badge however had letters that were of a gold 
colour, darker than the New Gold but lighter than 
the Old Gold. Other than this detail the badge is 
identical to the Work Dress badge.

1995? - 1998

A second Garrison Dress badge was approved 
for wear around 1995. This badge followed the 
traditional colour pattern of the old Battle Dress 
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badges but constructed with modern techniques. 

2001 - present

With the replacement of the Combat uniform with 
the CADPAT uniform new badges were produced. 
These new badges were the same as the Combat 
Uniform badge but made with CADPAT material.

2006 - present

In 2006 a platoon from the L Edmn R was deployed 
to Afghanistan. This saw the first use of the Arid 
CADPAT badge for the regiment. It was the same 
as the Temperate CADPAT badge but made of Arid 
CADPAT material.

THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT CADET CORPS

1977 - present

The Royal Canadian Army Cadets adopted a new 
uniform in the mid 1970’s. Shortly after this 
uniform became standard issue, badges of the 

former Regiments and Corps were allowed to 
be worn on the shoulder as was done with the 
previous Cadet Battle Dress uniform. After stocks 
of 1950-1967 shoulder badges ran out the L Edmn 
R Cadet Corps had manufactured new badges that 
followed the traditional colours and pattern of the 
previous badge. These badges were constructed 
in what is called a “Sandwich Weave”. This has the 
entire badge sewn so that the background is a solid 
machine sewn French gray with the green letters 
and black border sewn through.

PRODUCTION SAMPLES, MISTAKES, 
PROTOTYPES, UNKNOWN 

This badge was made in Aldershot, England in 
1943. It is suspected that it is a prototype with 
improper lettering.

It is suspected that this is another prototype that 
did not have the black border sewn onto it.
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OTHER FORMATION BADGES WORN BY 
THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT

1951 - 1953

1ST CANADIAN INFANTRY BATTALION, 
27TH CANADIAN INFANTRY BRIGADE 

GROUP

In 1952 Canada formed the 27th Canadian Infantry 
Brigade to serve with the British Army on the 
Rhine. It consisted of three infantry battalions. 
There was a Highland battalion, a rifle battalion 
and a Line Infantry battalion. The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment provided two rifle companies to the 
Line Infantry Battalion known as the 1st Infantry 
Battalion, 27th Canadian Infantry Brigade Group. 
The distinguishing badge for this battalion 
was a French gray shield with a red bayonet 
superimposed, surmounted by a gold curved 
“CANADA”.

MOBILE COMMAND 
1967 - 1974

With the unification of the Canadian Armed 
Forces in 1967 Canadian Military was divided into 
commands. The army became known as the Mobile 
Command (later Force Mobile Command). Until the 

new CF Service Dress Uniforms were issued (quite 
late for the reserve units) a cloth Mobile Command 
badge was worn on the sleeve of the Battle Dress 
and Summer Service Dress uniforms

A small enamel badge for the Mobile Command was 
worn on the right front breast pocket of the new CF 
Green Service Dress uniform.

LAND FORCES COMMAND 
1997 - present

In 1997 the Canadian Forces were reorganized and 
the Force Mobile Command became Land Forces 
Command. A new enamel badge replaced the old 
breast badge.

41ST CANADIAN BRIGADE GROUP  
1997 - present

In 1997 the 41st Canadian Brigade Group was 
formed. A formation badge was approved for 
wear on the right upper sleeve of the Distinctive 
Environmental Uniform. This is the formation 
badge which the regiment currently wears. 
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By Hans J. Brink.

This article is going to deal with the Colt 1911s 
used by the 49th Battalion in World War 1.  I will 
start with a brief history of the development of the 
Colt 1911 and then how it entered service in the 
Canadian Expeditionary Force of World War 1, with 
an emphasis on the 1911s of the 49th Battalion.  

The Colt 1911 Pistol is known throughout the 
world as one of the finest handguns ever built.  
When the Colt patent ran out the rest of the worlds 
gun manufacturers copied the design and produced 
millions of pistols.  Even at the gun counter today 
you can buy a version made by Browning, Kimber, 
Para Ordnance and many other brands.  

The M1911 is a single action, semi automatic, 
magazine-fed, and recoil-operated handgun 
chambered for the .45ACP (Automatic Colt Pistol) 
cartridge1.  John M. Browning designed the firearm, 
which was the standard-issue side arm for United 
States Armed Forces from 1911 to 1985. The 
M1911 is still carried by some U.S. forces.  It was 
widely used in World War 1, World War II, the 
Korean War, and the Vietnam War.  Its formal 
designation as of 1940 was Automatic Pistol, 
Caliber .45, M1911 for the original Model of 1911 
or Automatic Pistol, Caliber .45, M1911A1 for 
the M1911A1, adopted in 1924.  The designation 
changed to Pistol, Caliber .45, Automatic, M1911A1 
in the Vietnam era.1  In total, the United States 
procured around 2.7 million M1911 and M1911A1 
pistols in military contracts during its service life.  
The M1911 was replaced by the Beretta M9 Pistol 
as the standard U.S. sidearm in the early 1990s.

The M1911 is the best-known of John Browning’s 
designs to use the short recoil principle in its basic 
design. Besides the pistol being widely copied 
itself, this operating system rose to become the 

preeminent type of the 20th century and of nearly 
all modern semi-automatic centre fire pistols.   It 
is popular with civilian shooters in competitive 
events such as United States Practical Shooting 
Association, (USPSA), International Defensive Pistol 
Association (IDPA) International Practical Shooting 
Confederation (IPSC) and Bullseye shooting, all of 
which have a Canadian branch.

The 1911’s of the 49th Battalion

When war was declared on Germany on the 4th of 
August 1914 the Canadian Army was ill equipped 
to field fighting forces.  Regiments, such as the 
Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry were 
funded personally by individuals such as Hamilton 
Gault of Montreal.  The purchase of suitable 
firearms for the Expeditionary Forces led to the 
acquisition of the Webley and Scott in .455 cal, Colt 
New Service Revolver in .455 and the Colt 1911 
semi-automatic pistols in both .455cal and .45 ACP.  
Rifles are another story and won’t be discussed 
here.

The pistols acquired for the First Contingent of the 

Colt Model 1911’s Of The 49th Battalion CEF

The four Colt 1911’s shown here were all engraved with the own-
ers name and all four served with the 49th Battalion CEF during 
WW1.  Photo H Brink.
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Canadian Expeditionary Force were obtained from 
Colt: one handgun adopted was that company’s 
“state-of-the-art” Model 1911 semi-automatic 
pistol. A total of 5000 were acquired, all coming 
from Colt’s 1914 “Commercial” production and 
thus having a beautiful high-polish “oven-blue” 
finish, with finely checkered walnut grips. 

Officers had the option to purchase one of 
the accepted handguns as they were given an 
allowance to do so.  There were at least four of the 
1911s purchased by members of the 49th Battalion, 
its first Commanding Officer, L Col William A. 
Griesbach, Serial number C6806,  WO1 Arthur 
Robinson, later Captain, serial number, C10221, 
Major B. D. Johnson serial number C12749 and 
WO1 Nicolas M. Walsh serial number C10827.  
Three of these pistols are in the collection of the 
Loyal Edmonton Regiment Military Museum the 
fourth, Major Johnson’s, is at the Royal Alberta 
Museum.  All of the listed Colts were part of the 
5000 purchased by the Canadian Government.

The 5,000 pistol procurement for the Canadian 
Expeditionary Force serial number ranges: 
 
Sep 11, 1914 1,000 C3000-8400 
Sep 24, 1914 300 C5400-C8700 
Sep 29, 1914 300 C8000-C9500 
Sep 30, 1914 100 C8500- C9700 
Oct 1, 1914 180 C8500-C9700 
Oct 2, 1914 120 C5700-C9700 
 
Shipped to Government of Canada, Department of 
Militia & Defense, c/o J. Wesley, Waddington, NY. 
 
3,000 more were shipped to HW Brown, Quebec, 
Canada for a total of 5,000. 
 
Oct 31, 1914 1,000 C7900-11400 
Nov 7, 1914 1,000 C9800-C12700 
Nov 14, 1914 1,000 C11100-C135002

The first 49er to possess a Colt was its first 

Commanding Officer L Col William Artubus 
Griesbach.  I did find a WW1 photograph of 
Griesbach wearing his Sam Browne and the distinct 
box type leather magazine pouch of the 1911.  Post 
WW1, photos of Griesbach shooting his Colt on a 
range with several other Officers.   The museum 
acquired the Colt from the Griesbach’s family along 
with numerous other uniforms, notes, letters and 
photographs.

The next Colt in the collection was from the second 
Regimental Sergeant Major of the 49th Battalion 
Nicolas M. Walsh.  Walsh joined the battalion 
on 4 January 1915 and because of his previous 
military experience in Britain was appointed as 
the Company Sergeant Major of B Company.  It is 
not known for sure if he had to purchase the Colt, 
as the Officers had to but he did have his name 
engraved on the pistol.  CSM Walsh was in the 
Colour Party when the 49th Battalion received its 
colours at Victoria Park in Edmonton before their 
departure overseas.

In 1916 CSM Walsh became the RSM of the 49th 
Battalion at the time of the Ypres battles.  It was at 
this time that the initials RSM were engraved on his 
Colt as the style of lettering is slightly different.

This was taken from the Regimental history “A 

L Col W. Greisbach with his Colt 1911.  The photo on the left he 
is wearing the Colt as the box type magazine pouch is clearly 
seen.  On the right post WW1 he is seen shooting his Colt on a 
range.  Photos from LER Museum Collection
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City Goes to War.”  and describes the event leading 
to the death of RSM Walsh. “The First Battle of 
the Somme began on 1 July 1916 and had been 
building up for two month before the 49th arrived.  
Arriving in Esquelbec on 8 September 1916 the 
unit began moving to the front on 10 September, 
going by way of Cremont, Holloy-le Ternois, 
Harissart, Badencourt, and Albert.  Arriving at the 
front on 14 September 1916, the 49th Canadians 
objective was the village of Courcelette.  At 0815 
hrs. on 15 September, the big push began with a 
massive charge of the German trenches.  The 49th 
Canadians did not begin to attack until 1500hrs.  
Col Griesbach had set up his headquarters in 
the sunken section of the road which ran from 
Courcelette to Tiepvaql.  Early in the conflict Col 
Griesbach lost his Adjutant and RSM Walsh was 
designated acting Adjutant.  Quoting from the 
record, “RSM N. Walsh, Reg. No. 432178, who, 
acted as Adjutant, and assisted the Commanding 
Officer with coolness, courage and efficiency, and 
who while crossing open ground, under fire, was 
seriously wounded, having both legs broken and 
both arms broken, and having sustained other 
grievous injuries nevertheless completed the task 
on which he was engaged, inspiring all the ranks 
in the performance of their duty.” 3   He was later 
evacuated back to England and died of his wounds.  
He was awarded the Military Cross for his actions.  
It is at this point that the history of where RSM 
Walsh’s Colt become a mystery.

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Military Museum 
acquired the Colt from a collector who purchased 
the gun from an American.   How this American 
came to possess the gun is unknown but he did 
serve in World War 1.

The third colt belonged to Captain Arthur 
Robinson.  When the battalion was formed under 
Griesbach in 1915 WO1 Robinson was the first 
Regimental Sergeant Major, as he had previous 
military experience in the Royal Inniskillen 

Fusiliers.  By the time the Battalion was ready 
to deploy overseas he was commissioned as a 
Lieutenant and deployed with the 49th with A 
Company.  WO1 Hobbs was named the new RSM.  

In the post War reorganization the First Battalion 
of the Edmonton Regiment was formed and Captain 
Robinson re-enlisted and became the Regimental 
Quarter Master.  He completed his service at the 
rank of Captain.  He lived in Edmonton until his 
death in 1948. 

Captain Robinson’s Colt was donated to the 
museum by his son Arthur G. Robinson, who also 
served with the Regiment in WW2.  The gun was 
donated to the Regimental Museum when it was 
located in the Ortona Armoury in 1967.

The fourth Colt is held by the Royal Alberta 
Museum and it was engraved with the name of 
Major B.D. Johnson,  The Colt was borrowed  for a 
show at the LER Museum last year.  I do not know 
how the Royal Alberta Museum obtained the Colt.

The 1911s were also issued to other elements, in 
the Battalion such as Military Police, Signallers 
and Runners.   On a WW1 web forum I came across 
a photograph of a 49th Battalion runner, Cecil B, 
Fewkes posted by his son Anthony.  The story that 
accompanied the photograph was that Fewkes was 
a Signaller with the 49th Battalion in WW1 and the 
photograph was taken in France around 1916.  
I found reference to Cecil Fewkes in the January 
1947 49er.  “Cecil B. Fewkes, No. 432448, enlisted 
in the 49th Battalion January 7th, 1915 and was 
posted to 15 Platoon, D Company later was a 
runner on Battalion Headquarters.  He was 17 
and 10 months on enlistment. He suffered leg and 
facial wounds on the Somme, Sept. 16th, 1916, 
and was again slightly wounded August 8th, 
1918. Discharged on the anniversary of the Scrap, 
3rd June, 1919.  Total service 4 years, 5 months.  
His civil occupation is joiner and carpenter.  
He returned to the Old Country in 1921 from 

The Colt 1911 Continued
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Saskatoon, and lives at 31 Leicester Rd., Quorn, 
Leicestershire.  Married and has two sons, Michael 
16, and Anthony 10 years. He was a bombing 
corporal in the Home Guard, 1940-44.  His son 
Michael has 3 years service in the Army Cadet 
Corps.  Fewkes was pleased to receive the magazine 
and says it always brings back old memories.  He 
only met one 49er over there this time as he was 
too busy to get around much.  He belonged to his 
old platoon.  He wishes to be remembered to the 
following, and would like to hear from any of them.  
Earle Hay, Norman Cook, Stub Foley, Bill English, or 
any of the old gang whose names have slipped him 
now, especially the old H.Q. runners, Frank Mclsaac, 

Bob Lamb, Bill Mair, Bill Miller, Reg. Watts, Frank 
Wells, Army Malliot.” 4 

In conclusion, the Colt 1911 was a fine firearm 
and was carried by at least six members of the 49th 
Battalion.  It is rare that a museum would have 
a single engraved Colt 1911 from WW1, yet the 
Loyal Edmonton Regiment Military Museum has 
three in its collection and a short drive away is a 
fourth.  Based on documentary evidence in photos 
we know that a Battalion Signaller/Runner carried 
one and Major Boyle also carried one.  I can only 
assume that cost was the main reason why Canada 
didn’t adopt the Colt CEF wide.  The revolver was 
much cheaper.  

You are all invited to come down to the museum 
and view these fine pieces.

1.  Pistol, Caliber .45, Automatic, M1911 Technical 
Manual TM 9-1005-211-34 1964 edition. Pentagon Pub-
lishing. 1964. p. 64.
2  Ayoob Massad (2007). The Gun Digest Book of 
Combat Handgunnery. Gun Digest Books. p. 7
3  “A City Goes To War”, G.R. Stevens, OBE 
Charter Publishing Company Ltd., Brampton, On-
tario, Canada, Copyright 1964, page 37.
4  The Forty Niner Edition   Published January 
1947  Pg

This is a photo of Major 
Boyd of the 49th Battalion.  
It is clear based on the 
shape of his pistol holster 
that he too carried a 
1911.  It is unknown if he 
purchased his pistol or if it 
was an issued one.  Sadly 
he was killed in action on 
23 August 1917, and we 
will probably never know 
what happened to his Colt.  
Photo from LER Museum 
Collection

Pte Cecil B. Fewkes of the 49th Battalion (L) is seen wearing the 
distinctive holster of the Colt 1911, whereas the soldier on the 
right is wearing the holster of either the Colt New Service or a 
Webley.  Photo www.canadiansoldiers.com
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The War Surplus Army 1970-1972
By WO (Retd) Edmund (Ted) Howard

The time was pre-computer, mid Viet Nam War 
where many things were changing and I being one 
of the few who supported the military was forever 
in front of my long haired class mates, who felt it 
their duty to be anti everything including military, 
and having next to no hair at all made me stand out. 
Keeping it that way was an on going expense.

 The number of brave young men, as women had 
not yet entered the field of infantry,  was small and 
those few were well committed.  We believed in 
service to country should we be called to provide it 
and that compensation for our time was secondary. 
We were entitled to wages for our time, but the 
pay was minuscule.  To be paid you signed into a 
scribbler and were allowed a limited number of 
days per year.  If you went over you were not paid 
for them.  Pay came once or twice a year and was 
paid in a formal pay parade, and in cash.  No one 
knew how many days you were paid for and no one 
complained.  There was a room on the 2nd floor 
of the Ortona Armoury just past the wash rooms, 
a sign indicating Pay Office.  Don’t know if it was 
used, never saw the door open or any one come or 
go from it. 

The uniform as issued was Battle Dress, woolly and 
itchy with a web belt, brass, one shirt, ankle boots, 
putties and a Great Coat or often called Grey coat.  
It was heavy and warm and would never wear out.  
The wearing of the uniform was a bit of an art.  You 
fashioned weights to fit inside your pant legs to 
hold down the pants and formed a square in the 
front of your pants with Popsicle sticks.  The battle 
dress was hard to maintain and any bit of lint took 
for ever to get off.  The boots were issued with 
beads designed to deflect light and resist shine, 
hours were spent with a hot spoon, and out of 
pocket money getting the boot toes caped and some 
had a metal plate inserted in the heal.  Hundreds of 

hours were spent with polish and cotton baton or a 
rag on the old spit shine.  Field work destroyed the 
shine in a matter of minutes. Hence the first thing 
one did after pay parade was to head for the Army 
and Navy store on 97th street, who sold combat 
boots, and you bought a pair. 

Across the street and on the route to the Army and 
Navy were a couple war surplus stores where bush 
pants and later, pink combat clothing, could be 
obtained at a premium.  My first years wages went 
on a pair of combat boots and pair of bush pants. 
Later I was able to obtain winter weight combat 
pants which I thought I had obtained at a steal. 
They were rubber lined, stiff as can be and hotter 
than hell.  

Webbing was issued for exercises only through 
the Unit QM stores and only for the duration of 
the exercise, which meant long waits, drawing and 
adjusting the various straps complete with quick 
release tabs on mess tins and canteens.  They had 
not yet discovered that aluminums mess tins were 
poisonous.  Imagine my surprise when I found out 
after oh so many meals.  We continued to use the 
aluminium cup with the canteen for many years 
after we were not allowed to use the mess tins.  All 
was not lost as the mess tin carrier served well 
to hold half a belt of machine gun ammunition 
and it was so much better  than wrapped around 
ourselves under our tunic, which pinched a lot.  If 
you bought your own web gear then all you needed 
to do was throw your web into your trunk and 
clean your rifle. Plastic canteens were damaged 
by liquor and it was better to have your own, no 
surprise tastes.

Anything to make post exercise clean up easier was 
always good. The longest serving private in the unit 
at the time, had an idea to avoid cleaning carbon 
off the gas plug.  He would give away or loose 
his allotment of ammuntion so he wouldn’t have 

Continued on page 47
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By Daniel Rose

2011-2012 has proved to be a busy year for the 
LERM. The highlight of the year has been the soft 
opening of the newest exhibit in the Stone Gallery 
curated by David Haas and exhibit contractor Jenika 
Soboleswka. Titled “C-100: Canada’s Hundred 
Days”, the exhibit traces the role the Canadian 
Corps played in the Hundred Days offensive that 
brought about the end of the First World War. The 
displays include various prominent artifacts from 
the museum collection, personal stories, wartime 
memorabilia collected by soldiers, uniforms, 
Canadian and German weaponry, and a large 
machine gun display emphasizing the mobility and 
rapidity with which the offensive took place.  A 
more official ‘grand opening’ is in the works for fall 
or winter of 2012. 

The museum was grateful to receive a large array 
of new artifacts from 48 donors in 2011 and at the 
time of printing 19 donors in 2012, many of which 
were new donors to the museum. Some of these 
new items include: 19th century British service 
medal with campaign clasp, photos, uniforms, and 
an LER camp flag from Afghanistan. Prospective 
donors are encouraged to contact the museum by 
phone or by website.

The museum continued to fulfill its mission of 
preserving the regimental and military history of 
Edmonton hosting numerous school, Scout and 
cadet group tours throughout the year. The 155 
Royal Regina Rifles Cadet Corps and new LER 
recruits from “C” Company, Yellowknife made 
considerable trips to visit the museum and were 
not disappointed. Notably, the museum continued 
its successful partnership with the City Hall School 
Program in 2011. The weekly program, directed 
by City Hall School Site Coordinator Linda Hut, 
saw 23 unique student groups from schools 
around Edmonton tour through the museum to 
learn about the service of the Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment and Canadian military history in general. 
Students visited the galleries, storage room and 
the POWA, handled artifacts, learned about medals, 
the cap badge, Lestock, and war brides. Students 
also tried on uniforms, learned some basic drill 
and met with WWII veteran Maurice White, who 
spoke of his war time experiences. The program 
was facilitated with the 
help of museum volunteers 
Hans Brink, Maurice White, 
Sandy Kamminga and 
staff Kathleen Haggarty. 
Appreciation is in order for 
volunteer Lem Mundorf 
who donned the uniform 
again and enthusiastically 
played the role of WWI 
49er, Sgt. Dave Barbour. In 
total, around 700 students 
in addition to parents and 
teachers came through the museum! This program 
continues to be a great boost to the museums reach 
and value in the community.

Summer of 2011 saw two more successful “Soldier 
Through Time” summer camps co-hosted by the 
museum staff, volunteers and the City of Edmonton. 

Activities at the Museum

Maurice White helps a student from the Lakedale School at Ma-
Me-O Beach try on a fragmentation vest during a school visit

Lem Mundorf re-enacts Sgt 
Barbour during City Hall 
School Visit to the Museum
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The two camps saw around 40 campers between 
the ages of 9-12 experience what life is like for a 
soldier from the WWI to the present. Over the week 
long camp, the kids went through the rigours of 
“enlistment” at the armouries, taking part in drill, 
physical exercises, basic training in map reading, 
radio communication, rank structure. Campers 
also learned how to set up “hoochies” and enjoyed 
a military lunch of IMP’s.  Highlights of the week 
were trips to CFB Edmonton to tour the base, 
explore military vehicles, a firearms display, and 
put their camouflage and concealment skills to 
the test in the sea-can village. Campers also got a 

chance to explore the history of the military and 
the work of museums, getting a rare in-depth 
look at the collection touring the storage rooms, 
learning about regimental history through artifacts 
and curating their own exhibit to display to parents 
on graduation parade day. The kids kept daily 
records of their activity and progress in service 
books. By the last day of camp, the hardened 
recruits were keeping time and shape in drill and 
shouting their “Yes, sirs” loud and clear with the 
military precision. The graduation parades were 
well attended by parents and campers displayed 
the knowledge and accomplishments from 
throughout the week. Many of the campers had 
(great)grandparents who served, or were children 
of current serving members of the forces. Many 

thanks to the City of Edmonton camp programmers 
and leaders and to museum volunteers Hans Brink, 
Maurice White, Jim Hodson, Sandy Kamminga, Eva 
MacPhee, Don Miller and Don Shaw.

The museum marked its annual Remembrance Day 
Ceremony on November 11 with a modest turnout 
of veterans past and present, museum staff and 
members of the public.  Museum volunteer and 
Lt-Col (ret’d) Hans Brink led the ceremony. Poems 
were read, a moment of silence held as the last post 
played, and wreaths were laid. The ceremony was 
followed by guided tours of the galleries and light 
refreshments. Thanks to those involved in set up.

The museum is making considerable headway 
in the McCauley Room Archives Project. The 
project aims to see the return of LERM archival 
holdings that had been in safe keeping with the 
City of Edmonton Archives on long term loan 
following the 1999 flood in the museum storage 
area in the armouries basement. The project 
entails reconciling a vast paper trail dating back 
to museums early days, conservation, cataloguing 
and ultimately reintegrating the archival holdings 
back into the museum collection. This repatriation, 
of sorts, has been a long time in the works and 
will be important to the museum as this collection 
contains some very important regimental archives. 
On the frontlines of the project has been the 
museums newest team member, Alicia Lyrette BA, 
MLIS. Alicia joined the museum as a practicum 
student in 2011, but having recently completed 
her master’s degree at the University of Alberta 
School of Library and Information Studies has since 
been signed on as a contractor to spearhead the 
McCauley Project. Her patience and meticulous 
attention to detail have proved invaluable.

In addition to overseeing the archives project, 
director John Matthews has begun the application 
process to have the museum become a member of 
the Archives Society of Alberta. The museum is also 
in the process of applying for the Alberta Museum 

Volunteers from the Regiment 
helped out with some of the les-
sons at the summer camp.  Cpl 
Sean Lin teaches a lesson on 
camouflage to the young summer 
campers.

The summer camp students 
visited CFB Edmonton as part of 
the weeks activities.  A firearms 
display was organized by the 
staff at the Lecture Training 
Facility, ASU Edmonton.
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Association’s Recognized Museum Program. This 
program has been spearheaded by Director Terry 
Allison and museum association board member 
Chuck Marshall who have been reviewing countless 
financial records and museum policies. Both of 
these programs will go a long way in accrediting 
the museum, providing professional development 
advertisement opportunities and access to grants.

Terry continues to serve the museum as Minister 
of War and Finance filling the roles of executive- 
director, treasurer and vice-president of the 
museum board association. Further roles include 
almost all museum administration, technical 
support, liaison with the City, grant application 
and anything involving the proverbial red tape. He 
also makes a pretty good cup of coffee. Terry can 
often be found at the museum on Tuesdays. Should 
you need to reach him, he kindly requests that you 
contact him in advance to arrange a meeting as it 
would likely contravene our collections policy to 
use artifacts for crowd-control. In all seriousness 
and as inglorious as administration can be, Terry’s 
dedication and patience continue to prove essential 
to the daily operations of the museum.

The museum said goodbye to one of its most 
enthusiastic volunteers in spring of 2011. Sandy 
Kamminga has moved to Calgary. After inquiring 
about the service of father and grandfather in 
2010, Sandy began volunteering with the museum 
regularly. She accumulated over 800 hours of 
service! Sandy’s technical savvy was crucial 
in helping volunteer genealogist Ted Howard 
complete his archival work, research requests and 
database projects. She also assisted Kathleen in 
preparing artifacts for accession into the collection 
and cataloguing new donations, as well as, helping 
set up exhibits, supporting the summer camp and 
museum tours and events. Sandy’s grandfather was 
a 49er, her father served in the Eddies and died in 
WWII in Italy. Sandy felt she had a personal duty to 
help the museum preserve the history and memory 
of the Loyal Edmonton Regiment. Her motivation 

and enthusiasm to further the museums work 
will be missed by all staff and volunteers at the 
museum.

Our unofficial museum genealogist and regimental 
personnel researcher, Ted Howard, continues 
to use the museum as a base of operations on 
Thursdays to carry out regimental database 
research and genealogy work. He continues to scan, 
transcribe and curse modern technology. Microsoft 
permitting, he will soon have all the obituaries, 
newspapers, 49er’s and WWI/WWII orders and 
war diaries indexed into a monolithic research tool. 
Should you be interested in researching the service 
of family member, he can be contacted by emailing 
the museum or filling out a research request form 
on the website.

While there have been some new faces around 
lately, Dan Rose, student and staff, is fast becoming 
an artifact himself at the museum. Dan joined 
the museum staff as a summer student while 
in high school in 2006 and has continued to 
work at the museum full time in the summers 
and part time throughout the school year. Dan’s 
work has progressed from data entry and gallery 
maintenance to more advanced projects involving 
reconciling the bookroom containing a collection 

Museum volunteers, Sandy Kaminga (R) speaks with Craig Nash 
about German propoganda documents in the archives collec-
tion.  The story about the document follows this article.
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of over 4000 books and manuals, conservation 
and archiving, researching personnel and artifacts, 
public programming, communication, museum 
administration and exhibit installation.

The museum held a successful annual casino 
in 2011 with great help of volunteers from the 
association, unit and museum. 

The museum website glitches have been sorted 
out by volunteer Don Miller. The feedback has 
been very positive.  In another step towards the 
21 century, the museum has joined Facebook. 
Feel free to check out both, and “like” the museum 
page to follow the goings-on, keep in touch and 
get news from the front. The revamp of the 
website has proved invaluable as the museum has 
greatly expanded its reach, connecting with other 
organizations and military museums in Canada, 
to those as far away as Italy, England and the 
Netherlands.

As the recent conflict in Afghanistan comes to 
a close, it will be important for the regimental 
museum to have tangible objects to remember the 
contributions and sacrifices made by Canadian 
Forces to ISAF operations in Afghanistan over 
the past 10 years. If you have served overseas in 
Afghanistan and have any interesting souvenirs 
from camp or the locals, memorabilia, equipment, 
photos or archival material that you would like to 
see on display in the future or have kept safe in 
the museum collection, we encourage you to get in 
touch via the museum website email or drop by the 
office during the week. The museum would be very 
interested in personal items that help tell the story 
of your service.

The weekly office roster remains as follows:

Monday – John Matthews

Tuesday – Terry Allison

Wednesday – Tom Reaume

Thursday – Hans Brink

Friday – Don Miller

Alternate – Lem Mundorf 

Many thanks again to the continued support from 
our volunteers: Maurice and Elsie White, Eva 
McPhee, Ken Dilley, Ted Howard, David Haas, Jim 
Hodson, Craig Nash, Aiden Geurra, Jordan Hupka, 
Ryan Dinsdale and Don Shaw.

Donations to the Museum  

Robleen Gorman-Poppy, British Made 
Kathy Matheson-Vimy Commemorative Medal
Tom Court-Collar Dogs, 202,63,101,89,51 Bns WW1
Marty Clavette-Rosary WW1
Bob Chapman-Hon Col Robert Chapmans’ Uniforms
(L Col Retd) B Nehring-PPCLI Grey Waistcoat
Shelly Bouska-Inf Sword and scabbard Col J.R. 
Stone
(L Col Retd) Grant Maclean-Documents and CF 
manuals
Warren Bard-1966 Jr NCO Grad Photo
Grant McCrady-Photo post cards and Service Book 
WW1
Robert Donnick-Photo album WW1
Brian MacDonald-War Diaries WW2
Peggy Boyd-70’s Uniforms
Sonny Eadon-Uniform, Brief Case documents (Bill 
Teleske)
Anne Mae Gibson-Book, Medals, Uniforms
Shawn McCready-German WW2 travel documents 
(Occupied Poland)
John Matthews-Books
Ryan Shundra-Various uniform headress
Maurice White-Shoulder Badge 1st  SSF
(L Col Retd) Lee Ahlstrom-Documents, photos 
WW2
(L Col Retd) Hans Brink-CF Tac Vest Cad Pat
Ann & Peter Stepa-Medals
Alan Scholer-Uniforms, Medals WW2
Eric Lindstrom-Drivers viewers scope M113
Valli O’Reilly-Medals, docs, photos WW2
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Corwin McCullach-Pantaloons WW2
Margarite Smith-Photos, ration books
Wendy Pohill-Photo album of W Pohill WW2
Peter Murphy-Palmer Portrait
L Col Mike Prendergast-LER Camp Flag made in 
Afghanistan
Harold Bagot-Photos, WW1
Patricia Norlander-Photos WW2
Antionette Grenier-Medals photos, WW1
Neil Grenier-Medals, photos J.R. Stone
Lem Mundorf-VE Day commemorative medal
Tom Reaume-Uniforms
Victor Taboica-His book
Brian Harris-Broomhandle Mauser
Sgt Malcolm Thompson-Afghanistan CIMIC doc
Jim Hodson-WW1 Gas mask
Peter Longham-Book
Gordon Purcell-Memoriam book
L Col Mike Prendergast-WW1 Photos and Holster 
worn in Afghanistan
Marlene Gothard-Framed Photo of 63 Bn
Br #175 Royal Canadian Legion-Framed Photo of 
1st Bn Edmonton Fusiliers
Terry Allison-Film Projector
Clare James Irwin-WW1 artifacts and photos
Barry Browning-Oval Frame and Photo
Stan Adair-6 photos of the South African War
Lisa Johnston-Morse Code Key and Box and photos
Patricia Stevenson-Belgian five shot revolver
LCol C. Michaud-194th Bn Sweetheart medallion
Patrick Kelly-Military pamphlets pre WW2
Andrew Ludington-Military Manuals
Maurice White-Video CD Memory Project

Everyone at the museum would like to thank all of 
the those who have made donations to the collec-
tion.  If you would like to make a donation please 
contact anyone at the museum.

“Es Geht Ums Ganze”
By Craig Nash (Museum Volunteer)

‘It’s All or Nothing’ or in German ‘Es Geht Ums 
Ganze’, is the title on the page from a leaflet we 
found in the one of the lost archives boxes rescued 
from the Museum flood in 1996. Many items were 
destroyed or lost  although, this leaflet was one of 
the surviving pieces.

At a glance the page had no reference point, no 
clear date, a name or an accession number for us to 
go by. A mystery with the only clues in German on 
the page, with two main questions to be answered: 
‘where did it come from?’ and ‘what did it say?’

The one obvious clue was the words ‘Frontpost’ 
written up the top left hand corner, but translation 
of the page was to be my first step. After typing 
the page out and with the assistance of digital 
translation on the body of the page, it was found 
to be a news bulletin from the Nazi propaganda 
machine during the later part of the Second World 
War.

Through a small amount of research, I found 
references to ‘The Frontpost’ in the book “A History 
of Broadcasting in the United States Vol 2: The 
Golden Web”. Originally ‘The Frontpost’ was a 
radio broadcast from Berlin from August 1944 
to May 1945 to inform the German populace on 
the war effort. In compliment with the broadcast, 
German planes would distribute the leaflets all 
over Germany 1 both to the military and its citizens. 

‘The Frontpost’ was one of the means Goebbels 
(The Third Reich Minister of Public Enlightenment 
and Propaganda) used to communicate the current 
efforts being made on the war front to the German 
people at the time.2 

It is interesting to see some of the techniques 
used by Goebbels in the leaflet. Goebbels had 
the purpose driven habit of giving the accurate 
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information but with no elaboration on the defeats 
or bungles of the Third Reich2.  Propaganda writers 
would then go into further detail on the German 
successes in war, or if no successes to report then 
news that had little bearing on the War effort 
(Mostly the latter with the enormous defeats going 
on at the time of this leaflet). 

The emphasis of success is used as a tool to keep 
the German population and the German Military 
inspired and legitimizing the Nazi government by 
adding in small mentions of losses or failures, so to 
give the notion of ‘transparency’ the information 
given. And if the German people felt well informed 
they would be less inclined to question their 
authoritarian fascist government in power.

Originally through the beginning of my research 
this leaflet was only distributed through the 
German mainland 3 and the 49ers were only 

involved in the Italy campaign at the point in time 
of article.

It could have been plausible a soldier could have 
picked it up during the fighting of the German 
mainland and given to a 49er in passing, but I was 
not convinced. There had to be direct link to the 
regiment itself.

As I continued my research and after some 
persistent digging I came across a small reference 
4 to the Frontpost being shot out over the lines 
(by cannon) into Allied territories in an effort to 
demoralize the Canadian troops in Monte Cassino. 
As a side note I am skeptical on how successful 
this tactic would have been since this page is in the 
German language, (although some books do refer 
to English versions of the ‘Frontpost’), because it 
would not be effective to fire a German propaganda 
piece at an English speaking army. 

Continuing on, the Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
operations in Italy would be consistent with the 
date I found on the document.  At first glance there 
is no date to be seen, but if you look closely there is 
an imprint of a date written backwards on the page 
(near the beginning of the article) the date was ‘6 
Januar 1945’ being the 6 January 1945.

Thus concluding on above evidence this leaflet 
was ‘more than likely’ picked by one of The Loyal 
Edmonton Regiment soldiers seeing action on the 
lines in Montecassino Campaign in Italy in 1945 
and donated to the museum later on.

References:
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University Press 1968 p202  

2. Kernan, Thomas Saturday Evening Post Benjamin 
Franklin Literary and Historical Society 27th May 
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3.  Publicity and Psychological Warfare: 12th Army 

The propoganda document from the LER Museum Archives
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The Translation

Front Post January 6, 1945
It’s all or nothing

On December 16 began its Western Offensive von Rund-
stedt and set up more than 25 divisions, including eight 
armored divisions and of other elite troops.

Today, exactly a month later, this campaign is stuck as 
a salient in the Ardennes, which is shrinking under the 
blows of the Allied armies more every day.

Now it is fairly clear that the campaign has not achieved 
the desired objective. To get a clear picture of the actual 
situation, it is worthwhile to enter into the target closer.

At the beginning of the counter-offensive in the Western 
Rundstedt issued one day to command his troops. He 
was as follows:

Soldiers of the Western Front. Your great hour has 
struck. Strong attacking armies are now arrayed against 
the Anglo-Americans. More

Two new schools for SS - Offizlere

Two new SS - geshchaffe military schools are in Treskau 
in Pomerania and in Schliersee in Bavaria have been 
to the increased officer Nachwuchsl NEED to wear SS 
account.

With the expansion of these military powers of the Com-
mander of the Home Army, Heinrich Himmler, in the 
army, to command of regiments and battalions increas-
ingly SS - go over officers.

The two new SS - military schools are in line trolled the 
Behelfsausbildung further SS - Officers in crash courses.

Industry I have to say no. You’re feeling it all. It’s all or 
nothing. Have you in the sacred commitment to give 
everything and to make superhuman for our country 
and our leaders.

The German propaganda ministry but this time was 
more modest than the armed forces and confined him-
self to promise you to expel the Allies from the German 
Reich. On Christmas Eve, Goebbels said:

 Our soldiers march again in enemy territory. Full trust 
firm looks at the home they expected and that they 
protect our homeland against attack by the enemy and 
drive him away from it again.

That was the minimum goal of the German offensive

Several indications, however, hinted that the OKW. 
more expected, German radio stations are submitted to 
Belgian wavelengths, for example:
Attention, Belgians. Your life and your Gesundtheit the 
lives of your children and families is at stake. Esteem. 
Louvainage of workers, represents a your workers. 
Again, as in 1940, are German columns marching on 
Mons and the French border. Inhabitants of Dinant, 
Namur, Gembloux, Enghien. You must immediately 
leave your homestead. A great battle is on Belgian. 
Ground to be fought. The collision between the hostile 
armies will take place west of Brussels van. Flanders will 
again be a battleground

These and similar views clearly show that the leadership 
expected a breakthrough west of Brussels to the Kanel-
coast and Antwerp.

At a stroke, the Allied front broken, German soil cleared 
of the enemy and a large part of the summer to recap-
ture lost territory. That was the plan Rundstedt’s why it 
before the start of a campaign with so much at stake.
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News in brief
Approximately 350 men came and life as a German 
cruiser north of the lighthouse before Roesnaes Kalun-
dborg aground on a mine only 20 of the crew were 
rescued.

Two German foreign reporting Graf Kniep Hansen were 
from Hamburg Fremdenblatt and Edward Schaner of 
the Berln Boerse newspaper the People’s Court in Berlin 
in the absence sentenced to death two foreign correspon-
dents, the longer time in Sweden and Finland were the 
activities have in the summer of 1944 declared for the 
Allied cause.

The 1,500 tons of large Swedish passenger ship Venner 
Borg is on the southeastern coast of Sweden’s been sunk. 
The Venner Borg is the second Swedish ship that sank 
in the Baltic Sea, since the Germans have declared this 
area as a war zone.

80 danish armed saboteur has destroyed a secret Ger-
man factory in Copenhagen, the parts for the V-2 rock-
ets herste’lte.

VIENNA IS TRANSFERRED TO INDUSTRY

According Bener Tagwacht of 15:12:44, the largest 
industrial companies relocation van, which was per-
formed in Germany each currently underway in and 
around Vienna. The entire mechanical equipment Rues-
tungsbetriebe of the area, employing 1.6 million work-
ers, is currently loaded on Donaukaehne and railroad 
car to be transferred to safer industrial centers. The 
aircraft factories consoles to consoles and Regensburg to 
Straubing and carried away the heavy industries to be 
relocated to Linz.
8 - -8 AF

War Surplus Army Cont’d
to clean his rifle. It was easier to clean weapons 
which were not fired.  Screaming, “government cut 
back”  instead of firing our rifles. Some with deeper 
pockets bought a gas plug for the field.  You always 
checked the gas plug to ensure it was clean to 
begin with, it was returned in the same condition. 
I obtained my own Bayonet, rifle sling as well as a 
safety strap for the back of a deuce. 

Our biggest source of income was the meal 
allowance for lunch.  We were given a crisp new 
dollar bill for lunch every training Saturday.  This 
worked well to cover bus fare and money for shoe 
polish and starch.  

Owning your own field kit was a blessing.  You 
were not nailed for losses or damages.  If you used 
surplus stuff and it broke you could exchange it for 
new through one door or another.  Lost kit though 
was still a loss, but replacement was a lot cheaper.

In time rifles appeared which looked very service 
like, and some drove private vehicles painted 
green. Though these were rarely used for service 
purposes. 

 I seem to recall a scandal from the period in which 
a complaint was made that we had to pay for our 
Battle Dress which after a period of time would 
then be ours.  I never got any money back and was 
told I had to pay for any thing I did not return. Luck 
would have it that more stuff got returned to QM 
stores when I left Egypt than what I took over seas 
in the first place thanks to an understanding and 
like thinking reservist in service at the QM at the 
time. 

The rumour that the Militia would be getting 
combat clothing and web grear for field use 
circulated for many years before it came true.  Also 
CF Greens replaced the Battle Dress, and you could 
take it all home. Oh I was in heaven.....      
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By Denise (Juchli) Daubert

The year was 1943. 

This is the likely scenario that would have unfolded 
one August afternoon that year at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. William R. Campbell.  The Campbell’s 
home was located in Cloverdale, one of the river 
valley neighbourhoods of Edmonton.

Mrs. Campbell was finishing up the breakfast 
dishes. As mothers do, she probably had her 
seven children on her mind – sons Angus, Rod and 
Stan serving overseas with the Canadian Army, 
daughters (Elizabeth and Hazel) on Canada’s east 
coast serving in the Women’s Royal Naval Service, 
son, Bliss, who still lived at home plus daughter 
Catherine who was already married and a mother 
herself. Catherine’s husband, Robert Shaw, was an 
instructor for the Royal Canadian Air Force on the 
west coast.

Glancing out the kitchen window, she saw that a 
postman was walking up their front sidewalk. He 
was carrying a large parcel under his right arm.  
Mrs. Campbell quickly dried her hands on a faded 
dishtowel, straightened out her apron and walked 
to the front door as the doorbell sounded. Ding 
dong.

There stood a postman from the Post Office 
Department of Canada (as it was called in the 
1940’s). This wasn’t her usual postman, but one 
who specifically delivered parcels.  Many parcels 
delivered in those days were on a cash-on-delivery 
(C.O.D.) basis. Politely, the postman would have 
explained that he had a parcel for 9731 – 92 Street, 
addressed to a Mr. and Mrs. William R. Campbell.

Mrs. Campbell would have fetched her purse to pay 
the $3.78 C.O.D. charge owing and then would have 
thanked the postman as he handed her the parcel 
and turned to return to his truck.

Taking the flat rectangular package into the 
kitchen, Mrs. Campbell would have read the label 
with the return address.  The parcel had come from 
a photography studio in Ontario.  What did the 
parcel contain?

Mrs. Campbell would have been pleasantly 
surprised to find a treasure in that cardboard box.  
Here was a 16 by 22 inch full color Certificate of 
Service in the Second Great European War.  At the 
bottom of the certificate were black and white head 
and shoulder photographs of her and her husband’s 
three sons in uniform. 

Sons Angus (serving with the Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment), Rod (also serving with the Loyal 
Edmonton Regiment) and Stan (serving with the 
Edmonton Fusiliers 3rd Battalion) looked so grown 
up in their uniforms.  She could see that the photos 
of Angus and Rod were of them singled out from 
a group photograph of their respective regiments. 
She would have paused looking at the photograph 
of son Stan – the youngest of the three boys. His 
head and shoulder photograph was of him alone 
and not as part of a group photograph like his 
brothers’ photographs.  He looked serious as he 
looked out of the photograph. 

The Campbells had not ordered the certificate. How 
had it ended up in their hands? There was no bill 
inside the box indicating they owed any money for 
the certificate.  There was also no letter or note 
explaining where the certificate had come from.  
Had it been produced by the Canadian Government 
Department of Defense?  Had her sons possibly 
ordered it when they were in Eastern Canada 
before deployment overseas?

At suppertime that evening, Mrs. Campbell would 
have proudly shown the certificate to her husband 
and their son and probably called daughter 
Catherine to come over so that she and their grand-

Three dollars and seventy-eight cents ... C.O.D. 
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daughter could admire the beautiful certificate that 
had arrived that morning. 

Money was tight for the family during those war 
years.  The Campbells could not possibly afford 
to frame the certificate.  Instead, Mrs. Campbell 
would have carefully placed the box containing the 
certificate away for safekeeping. 

The cardboard box with the certificate inside would 
move twice.  The first time was in 1950 when Mr. 
and Mrs. Campbell bought a home in nearby King 
Edward Park; son Rod came to live with them.  The 
second time was in 1956, following the death of 
Mrs. Campbell.  After losing his wife, Mr. Campbell 
and Rod moved in with Catherine’s family who 
resided in Bonnie Doon.

The cardboard box, in safekeeping at three homes 
over the years, would end up being stored away for 
almost six and a half decades. 

The year is 2006 ...

In December of 2006, my Aunt Hazel’s last 
remaining brother (Rod) and last remaining sister 
(Catherine) died within thirty hours of each other.  
With both Rod and Catherine gone, my Aunt Hazel 
became the last living Campbell sibling.  

Rod had never married and had remained living 
in his sister’s Bonnie Doon home following their 
father’s death a number of years earlier.  Catherine 
had been widowed, so this brother and sister 
remained living together in their senior years in 
this same house.  

Following a double funeral and burial of this 
much-loved brother and sister, the dawn of 2007 
meant that family members would need to go 
through the house to ready it for sale.  Years and 
years of memories in the form of photographs and 
belongings needed to be sorted through. Decisions 
had to be made about furniture and household 
items.

Behind the door in a downstairs bedroom that his 
Uncle Rod had slept in, Catherine’s son, Murray, 
discovered a dusty flat cardboard box.  What could 
this be? 

The box contained a Certificate of Service for three 
of his maternal uncles:  Angus, Rod and Stan. He 
brought it upstairs to his Aunt Hazel to show the 
certificate to her. 

She could not recall ever seeing the certificate 
... even when she and her sister and her three 
brothers returned home from service following 
World War II so many years before.  Maybe her 
brothers hadn’t even known of its existence as her 
parents had never discovered how the certificate 
had arrived in their hands. In the midst of their 
joy of five children coming home safely from war, 
perhaps it had not crossed their minds to bring out 
the certificate to show their children.The framed certificate of service
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Hazel knew that this certificate was a treasure. 
Her son, Kenn, arranged to have the certificate 
digitally scanned, reproduced and framed for all 
Campbell family members. In this way, they shared 
the significance of this beautiful certificate, stored 
away for so many years. 

Unfortunately, the Edmonton company that had 
reproduced the certificates had recycled the 
cardboard box, destroying an important piece of 
history.

Another of Aunt Hazel’s sons was able to learn 
about the military art depicted in the centre of the 
certificate.  The military art symbolizing land, air 
and sea in the centre of the certificate was by famed 
Canadian artist A. H. Hider (of Toronto, Ontario). 
English by birth, A.H. Hider immigrated to Canada 
with his family at a very young age.  His art career 
spanned some sixty years between 1885 to 1945. 

Art depicting soldiers appears on either side of 
the photographs, appearing in front of flags.  The 
photographer listed on the certificate was indicated 
on a line which read: Copyright by E. Macintosh 
(Photographer) Toronto Canada.

It was apparent that the certificate had been 
produced with openings to allow photographs to 
be placed in from behind. Blank spaces to write in 
names were atop the certificate. 

It had taken sixty four years, but the treasure in the 
cardboard box had been reproduced and now hung 
on walls of all the Campbell ancestors.

The year is 2009 ... 

My Aunt Hazel (Campbell) Juchli was moving from 
her home to an adult apartment complex.  I had 
offered to help pack.  The genealogist in me took 
great interest in some of the photos and certificates 
on the walls as we took them down and carefully 
wrapped them for the move to my aunt’s new suite.

A framed color certificate of my aunt’s three 

brothers who served in World War II fascinated me. 
I asked about the story surrounding it.  In the back 
of my mind – being a writer – I thought that one 
day it would be a wonderful topic for a story.  Even 
though I personally have no ancestral ties to the 
Campbell Family, I knew it would be special to my 
aunt to have this story told.

Extremely colorful, the magnificent certificate 
displayed crests of the nine Canadian provinces 
of Canada (Newfoundland had not yet joined 
Confederation in 1943).  Beautiful calligraphy 
recorded the names of the three Campbell boys 
across the top portion of the certificate:

L/C-  A.M. Campbell

No. M-17012 ... 49th Edmonton Regt.

Enlisted Feb. 19, 1940 at Edmonton

(Angus Murray Campbell)

Pte. W. R. Campbell

No. M-17889 ... 49th Edmonton Regt.

Enlisted April 22, 1940 at Edmonton

(William Roderick Campbell who went by the name 
Rod) 

Fusilier S. B. Campbell

No. M-12518 ... Edmonton Fusiliers 3rd. Bat.

Enlisted July 3, 1942 at Edmonton

(Stanley Boyd Campbell who went by the name 
Stan) 

 The names appeared just below images of King 
George VI and Queen Elizabeth (who would 
become the Queen Mother). The strikingly beautiful 
Canadian Coat of Arms was also depicted in this 
area.
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Learning more

It was in 2011 when The Edmonton Archives 
produced a Royal Visit Exhibit commemorating the 
marriage of Prince William and Kate and their visit 
to Alberta as part of a Canadian tour. The exhibit 
showcased some of the EA holdings on the Royal 
Family including books, magazines and certificates. 
I happened to see it when I was at the archives 
doing some genealogy research one afternoon.

A particular item on display quickly caught my 
attention.  It was a framed Certificate of Service ... 
and it looked exactly like the one my Aunt Hazel 
had, the only difference being that it had one 
photograph and information about one serviceman, 
versus three photographs/information about three 
servicemen like on her certificate for her brothers.

Excitedly, I telephoned my aunt and invited her 
to lunch, telling her that following lunch I was 
taking her to see a display that she would be most 
interested in.

It was within seconds of looking at one of the 
display cases that my Aunt spotted the Certificate 
of Service.  We asked the City of Edmonton Archives 
if they could share any information in relation to 
the certificate.  They were able to tell us that the 
certificate was on loan from The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment Military Museum.  The museum was 
located on the main level of the same building 

(Prince of Wales Heritage Centre) and they felt they 
would most likely be able to give us more specific 
information.

At the Loyal Edmonton Regiment Museum ...

Heading down to the museum, we were welcomed 
by the staff. We met and spoke with archivist 
Kathleen Haggarty who was pleased to see our 
interest in the certificate that was part of their 
collection.  We indicated that my Aunt Hazel had 
the exact Certificate of Service for her brothers and 
showed Kathleen a photograph of it.  She suggested 
we contact The Canadian War Museum in Ottawa 
as she felt they would be able to provide us with 
further information.

Canadian War Museum

My first research step was to explore the wonderful 
website of The Canadian War Museum at www.
warmuseum.ca. On the contact link, I learned that 
the museum’s Historian–Second World War was a 
gentleman by the name of Mr. Jeff Noakes, Ph.D.  is 
His 

I e-mailed Mr. Noakes posing some questions 
and attached the photograph of the Campbell 
certificate.   Mr. Noakes replied almost immediately 
and was able to provide some very factual 
information pertaining to these certificates.  He 
liaised with Carol Reid, Collections Manager for The 
Canadian War Museum to formulate a reply to me.

They were able to tell me that the Campbell 
certificate had been definitely privately 
manufactured by a printing firm.  Printing firms 
produced certificates like this one and also other 
certificates during and after both World Wars (not 
just World War II) and then sold the certificates 
to photographers who personalized them by 
adding the photographs they had taken and adding 
personal information like names and enlistment 
dates etcetera.  Photography studios would market 
these certificates to servicemen and servicewomen 

The three sons Angus, William and Stan
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as souvenirs.

Interestingly, they were also able to tell me that 
the Campbell certificate’s design would have been 
created early in World War II since it referred to 
The Second Great European War (which implied 
that the war had not yet spread to the Pacific and 
involved Japan). The military equipment depicted 
was also from the early Second World War era.

I also learned that these full color certificates 
had blank lines at the top of the certificate for 
personalization.  Photographers would have hired 
people proficient in the art of calligraphy and 
with the capability to also place the photos in the 
openings. 

Mr. Noakes shared that in The Canadian War 
Museum’s collection they had a similar certificate. 
The differences between the certificates was that 
the one in their collection was for one serviceman 
versus three servicemen and that information on 
their certificate as to the photographer differed 
somewhat in that E. Macintosh Direct Distributing 
Agency in Winnipeg had produced their collection’s 
certificate versus the Campbell certificate which 
had come from Toronto. 

He was also able to confirm that the certificate 
that arrived at the door of the Campbell home in 
1943 was not government issue and Canadian 
families with children serving overseas did not 
automatically receive such a certificate (or one 
similar to it). 

Thus, the Campbell certificate would have been 
ordered and paid for most probably by the 
youngest of the three Campbell sons (Stan) when 
his photograph was taken by the photographer 
at the studio in Toronto. Studio records would 
have shown that photographs had already been 
taken of his two older brothers prior to their 
deployment. Wouldn’t a certificate with all three of 
their photographs on it make a lovely gift for their 
parents?

It did. 

Certificates as part of family ancestry and 
history ...

Did ancestors in your family perchance receive 
a similar certificate after World War I or World 
War II? Current technology means family can now 
reproduce and share such wonderful documents 
through scanning and printing of “treasures found 
in cardboard boxes”.

Families can consider donating such certificates to 
a museum or an archives so that future generations 
of Canadians can learn about our country’s military 
history.

WHERE IS MY WANDERER

The guy with all the medals is none other than Cpl Ashley Van-
leuwyn formerly of the LER and PPCLI.

OK so what is the story behind this photo?  I heard on version 
from an unnamed source.  Who can shed some light on why a 

boat is on top of a hill in Dundurn?
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By Captain (Retd) Don Henry

Construction began on the new armouries for “A 
Company Headquarters,” Loyal Edmonton Regi-
ment (LER), Vermilion, during September 1951. 
Construction was completed in September 1952. 
An official opening was held during October of that 
year by J. S. Ross, Officer Commanding, Western 
Command, and Lt. Col. A. Macdonald, Commanding 
Officer, LER Edmonton. The Officer commanding A 
Company at this time was Capt. Bernie Ackerman.  

The building had a 120 foot by 36 foot drill hall, 
offices on the second floor, supply room, rifle range, 
and lecture rooms in the basement. The original 
cost of the building was reported as $85,000. The 
January 1953 edition of the Forty-niner reported 

that this fine new armouries would set the stan-
dard for all future armouries for the Canadian 
Army. This was not the first armouries for the LER 
in Vermilion. The original armouries were located 
in the Immigration Hall east of the Railway Station. 
Immigration Hall was used for the C Company of 
the 151st Battalion during World War 1 and then 
later in June of 1929 for the Squadron of the 1st Al-
berta Mounted Rifles. During October 1946, Major 
General Worthington and Captain Hayter of the LER 
were guests of the Vermilion Board of Trade, and 
they urged support for the newly formed company 
of the Loyal Edmonton Regiment.

From 1946 to the late 50s, The Vermilion Standard, 
our local newspaper, reported numerous times 
on the training of  A Company of the LER. Special 

Rural Company Armouries
A Company Vermilion

The Lt. Col Craig Armouries Vermilion Alberta, now home of the 2645 The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Cadet Corps
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emphasis was placed on the need for civil disaster 
preparation. Flood , fires, and other natural disas-
ters were taken very seriously. The threat of nucle-
ar war was taken most gravely.  The need for rural 
reserve units to respond to the aid of major cities 
to assist the civilian population was clearly spelled 
out in the local newspaper articles.  This was part 
of the National Survival Program and Diefenbaker’s 
Army.  This time frame would later be called the 
“Snakes and Ladders” period in the history of the 
Canadian Military.  

The town of Vermilion, like many towns, formed 
a Civil Defense Committee. The new Armouries 
was the social centre of Vermilion for many years. 
Numerous weddings and one funeral were held in 
the building. Annual military balls were held by A 
Company and Vimy night dinners and dances were 
hosted by the Royal Canadian Legion in the Armou-
ries. On more that one occasion, the P.P.C.L.I. band 
played for these balls. In honour of the Queen’s cor-

onation on June 2, 1953, a pyrotechnic night-time 
display was conducted by the LER in Vermilion.  On 
October 16, 1953, the Vermilion Standard reported 
that a bingo was held in the building as a fund 
raiser for the Company and that 840 people at-
tended. Originally, I thought that the number (840) 
was an error.  However, I checked records and that 
number was accurate.  The Army Cadet Corps of the 
LER was formed in October 1959 in Vermilion. This 
Corps has always enjoyed a close and beneficial 
relationship with the LER. 

 n 1968, the Armouries was purchased from the 
Dept. of National Defense by the town of Vermilion 
for one dollar ($1).  The building had been closed 
for two years after the departure of A Company.  
(Many Western Canadian rural militia units were 
closed at this time.) During the two years that the 
building was closed, the Cadet Corps would parade 
in the old wooden hockey rink affectionately called 
the “Ice Palace.”  From 1968 to 1993, the town of 

Members of A Company LER in front of the new Armories1953.  Capt. Bernie Ackerman and CSM Bert Moore (centre front)  Photo 
LER Archives. (Capt Henry)
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Vermilion used the Armouries to house the offices of 
the Town’s recreation department. The building was 
also used by the Boy Scouts, the Army Cadets and 
other youth groups. During November 1992, the Field 
Marshall Alexander branch of the Royal Canadian 
Legion (Vermilion) became the proud new owners 
of the Armouries.  The Legion members knew how 
important this secure and purpose-built building is 
to a Cadet Corps.  The payment to the town of Ver-
milion had increased to two dollars ($2).  I know this 
because I was at the meeting where two shiny new 
Loonies were used to make the payment. 

The Cadet Corps will always owe a debt of gratitude 
to Comrade Bernie Bowers for his vision and leader-
ship in securing this important asset for the youth of 
the town and keeping the wrecking ball away.  The 
Legion conducted a major renovation to the building 
in 1993. In 1994 the building was named the Lt. Col 
Craig Armouries after Chum Craig. He was very active 
in World War 1 with both the 151 and 194 Battalions. 
His history would take at least a full article in the 
future.

Time marches on and during the last year I was ap-
pointed by the Legion Branch as the Cadet Liasion 
Officer. After an inspection of the building with the 
present Commanding Officer of the Cadet Corps, Lt 
Doug Jordan, the Legion began upgrading and repair-
ing the building.  It has been a learning experience.  
For example, it was necessary to repair one large 
plate glass upper-story window.  After the window 
was removed and the old rotten window sill was 
replaced, it was discovered that during the original 
construction of 1951 horse hair was used to insulate 
the window. A few samples have been saved for the 

history of the building.  The Armouries is in need of 
renovation items such as new furnaces, doors, paint-
ing and lighting. However, the big ticket item is a 
new floor; the original battleship linoleum has worn 
through in places. The cadets have literally marched 
through the floor.  It is truly a credit to the cadets and 
their officers that the floor has lasted for 62 years. 
Their washing and waxing of the floors have allowed 
the floors and building to serve the youth of our town 
for this long.  The costs of these renovations exceed 
$130,000, with the floor representing $40,000 of this 
amount.

The Legion has received a lotteries grant from the 
province of Alberta for $50,000. Just over $20,000 has 
been raised thus far, with the help of the local Lions 
and Rotary clubs, Knights of Columbus, and ex-cadets 
and Officers of the Corps.
 
If you would like to help with this very worthy en-
deavor, please make your cheque payable to the Al-
berta Army Cadet League and mark your cheques “Lt. 
Col. Craig Armouries Renovation Project.” By making 
the cheque out to the Alberta Army Cadet League, you 
will receive a Federal Tax deduction. Please send your 
cheques to:

c/o Don Henry   
Royal Canadian Legion Branch #11 
5144 Railway Avenue 
Vermilion, AB  T9X 1N1

Cadet Mcpl. Raelynne Morrison and Cadet Sergeant  Storch 
begin removal of stair noses. The stair noses will be saved, 
polished and reused. 

A local com-
pany was found 
that would 
donate the 
machine’s time 
to allow volun-
teers to work 
on the second 
story window.
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By Captain Darby Whitebone, Cadet Liason Officer

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment added a new 
member to the Regimental Family this year. On 
24 January 2012 the Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
Cadet Corps, #2961 Behchoko was stood up. The 
town of Behchoko lies driving distance, north of 
Yellowknife, NWT. C Company. The L Edmn R will 
be working closely with this corps to ensure peak 
efficiency. Already the corps has participated in 
a Northern Region Marksmanship Competition. 
Although they did not win this year they have their 
eyes set on the prize.

#2850 Grande Prairie completed an extraordinary 
training year. The highlight of the year for the cadet 

corps was a trip to Vimy, France to commemorate 
the 75th anniversary of the famous battle in which 
Canadians paid so high a price. Another great 
honour for the corps was the opportunity for Cadet 
Bilodeau to escort the Governor General of Canada 
to Beaumont-Hamel National Monument and lay an 
official wreath. Of course the corps did spend some 
time in Canada. In May the corps organized and 
executed a challenging mountain biking expedition 
to scenic Jasper Park. 

The Edmonton based L Edmn R Cadet Corps, # 
1809 held a number of motivating and challenging 
field training exercises during the past training 
year. Starting in October 2011 with a basic 
Bivouac exercise their exercises quickly became 
complex. In the heart of winter the corps executed 
a Cold Weather Challenge exercise and in May a 
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Navigation Trek tested the young cadets in the 
skills they had been taught. Individual challenges 
were met by several members of this corps. 
MCpl Lambe competed in the National Cadet 
Marksmanship Competition while WO Pierson 
was selected to participate in a week long canoe 
expedition on Manitogan River, Manitoba.  This 
summer WO Pierson has been selected for a 
summer exchange to Korea. 

The old Loyal Eddie, A Company Armouries in 
Vermilion is being repaired and renovated thanks 
to the officers, cadets, parents and sponsors of 
the #2645 Vermilion Cadet Corps. This $130,000 
project is the result of years of fund raising.  The 
Regiment was pleased to have this active corps 
attend Exercise Coyote Strike in Wainwright in 
April 2012.  Despite the bitter cold the cadets put 
up a stiff defense against the deliberate attack 
launched by A Company of the L Edmn R. 

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment has sponsored a 
number of new Regimental Honours and Awards 
for the cadets this year. The awards were presented 
to:

Top Loyal Edmonton Regiment Cadet Corps: 
#2850 Grande Prairie; 

Top Score in the Loyal Edmonton Regiment Shoot-
ing Competition: 

#1809 Edmonton; 

Individual Top Shot Award (tie between): 
MWO Christensen #1809 Edmonton; and  

Sgt Ruf  #1809 Edmonton
 

Regimental Achievement Award:   
Sgt Carter Storch; #2645 Vermillion  

Regimental Achievement Award:  
WO Katrina Rolph #2645 Vermillion.

Cadet corps must rely on fundraising and assistance 
from their sponsors for training expenses and in 
most cases, rent of a parade location. Rightfully-
so, exercises and training sometimes take priority 
over badges and regimental accoutrements. With 
the addition of the Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
Cadet Corps in Behchoko, the Regiment is now 
affiliated with 8 cadet corps.  This year special 
thanks goes out to the Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
Executive Committee for supporting our corps by 
donating $2400 for the purchase of Regimental 
Cap Badges.  This generous gift will provide 20 
cap badges for each of our affiliated corps.  When 
our cadets parade in their local towns or attend 
summer camps throughout the country, they will 
now be able to proudly wear the cap badge of our 
Regiment.

Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment Affiliated 

Cadet Corps

Regimental Shooting 
Competition Trophy

Top Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment Cadet Corps 

Plaque
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AMBROSE, Ambrose (Ambie) The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment June 13, 1920 - November 7, 2010  The 
hands of time will not turn back to when we were 
together.  But in the memories we cherish you will 
be with us forever.  Forever in our hearts, Marian, 
Phyllis & Julian, Denys & June, Larry & Toni and 
nieces and nephews.

BARZ, Erwin Ernest Thursday, 08 Sep 2011 Salmon 
Arm Observer Salmon Arm, BC.   Erwin Ernest Barz, 
born November 30, 1917 in Sandhof in the war 
ravaged German state of East Prussia, passed away 
in Salmon Arm, British Columbia on September 
8, 2011.  After moving to Essen as a child, Ernie 
came to Canada with his family in 1928, living 
in the Grandview Flats near Armstrong, British  
Columbia, before moving to the Salmon River 
Valley near Westwold. After a brief stay in Victoria, 
he and his brother Arthur went to the Yukon, 
where they worked on the gold dredge crews in 
the Klondike Valley. For four years Ernie and Art 
trapped, explored, prospected, and ran Chappie’s 
Trading Post in the Bonnet Plume district of the 
Yukon. In 1944, Ernie volunteered for the Canadian 
Army, joining the Loyal Edmonton Regiment. He 
went overseas to Italy, where he was wounded, 
and returned to Canada a few days before the 
war ended.  In 1946, he married Margaret (nee 
Henschel), and together they started a poultry 
farm in Pitt Meadows in 1948. They sold the farm 
in 1972 and moved to a farm near Enderby, B.C. 
A year later they moved to Salmon Arm, where 
Ernie owned the Squire Apartment Building.  In 
1977, they moved to Williams Lake, but returned to 
Salmon Arm in 1999.  Ernie was a great raconteur 
and kept family and friends spellbound recounting 

his Yukon adventures, and to a lesser extent, his 
war stories. He liked to say that he heard the guns 
of both world wars. But he believed that all wars 
were senseless, never took part in  Remembrance 
Day ceremonies, never wore a poppy, and didn’t 
mince words about what really happened at the 
Italian ‘front’. When he received his four World War 
Two service medals in the late 1950s in the mail 
in a plain brown cardboard box from the Canadian 
government, he gave them to his young sons to 
play with and they were soon lost.  Ernie was a 
builder. Whether it was constructing the family 
cabin near Westwold, cabins in the Yukon, houses 
and barns in Pitt Meadows, and his many concrete 
projects, Ernie always seemed to have a hammer, 
saw or trowel in his hands in his younger days.  
He is survived by Margaret, his wife of 64 years, 
four children: James (Freya), Armstrong; Donald 
(Gemma), Kamloops; Tom, Winnipeg;  and June 
Taylor, Vancouver; grandchildren: Josh, William, 
Natalie, Curtis, Emily, Nicholas, Casey, and Marcella; 
two great grandchildren: Tyra and Nevaro, and 
eleven nieces and nephews. He was predeceased 
by his father August, and his mother Hulda.  He is 
predeceased by his sisters Helene and Ella, and his 
brother Art. He is survived by his brothers Harry of 
Victoria, Paul (Myrtle) of Chilliwack, and William 
(Betty) of Kelowna. 

BEAUREGARD, Joseph.  May 13th, 2012.  It is with 
great sadness we announce the passing 
of Sgt. Joseph Daniel Beauregard on 
Sunday, May 13th, 2012.  He is survived 
by his mother, sister, brothers and 
daughter.  Sgt Bearegard served with 
the Eddies in the 80s before going to 

the Regualr Force, RCAF.  

Last Post
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BOWEN, Corporal , Maurice , LER, WW 2  , 
Cornwall, On , 2009  , March/April 2011  

CARLSEN, Private, Charles L. , LER, WW 2 , BC , 
2004  , September/October 2004  

CONEY, Private, John W. (Jock) , Royal Canadian 
Artillery, LER, WW 2 , Ab , 2008  , 

COMIER, Private, Joseph V. , LER, WW 2 , Toronto, 
On , 2011, March/April 2012  

DANIELSON, Private, Alfred , LER, WW 2 , BC , 
2008, March/April 2009  

DRINKWATER, Robert Murray On January 22, 
2011, Robert Murray Drinkwater of Edmonton 
passed away at the age of 54 years. Robert is 
survived by his siblings, Beth Harris, James 
Drinkwater and Gloria Giese; numerous nieces 
and nephews. Predeceased by his parents, Ruth 
and John Drinkwater and brother, Sherwood. 
Memorial Service Saturday, January 29 at 11:30 
a.m. at Park Memorial Chapel, 9709 - 111 Avenue 
with Reverend Larry Wright officiating. Cremation 
has taken place. Donations may be made to the 
Canadian Mental Health Association, Edmonton 
Region, 800 Harley Court, 10045 - 111 Street N.W., 
Edmonton, AB T5K 2M5

DUDLEY, Giles C. , LER,  , BC , 2010  , September/
October 2010  

DUNCAN, Leslie M. , Canadian Scottish, LER, WW 2 , 
BC , 2007  , November/December 2007  

FAHEY, Private, Jack E. , LER, WW 2 , Hythe, Ab , 
2007, November/December 2008  

FRY, Private, Sydney , LER, WW 2 , Westbank, BC , 
2006, May/June 2007  

GAUMONT, Private, Joseph , LER, WW 2 , Ab , 2008  
November/December 2008  

GIESBRECHT, Private, Henry , LER, WW 2 , Calgary 
Branch, Ab , 2009  , Web Only  

GILL, Arthur A. , LER,  , BC , 2010  , March/April 
2011  

GORUK, Private  , Jack , LER, WW 2 , Ab , 2007  , 
November/December 2008  

KEATING, Private , Francis J. , LER, WW 2 , On , 
2003, March/April 2004  

LAMOUREUX, Private , Leonard , LER, WW 2 , Ab , 
2006  , May/June 2007  

LARSBACK, John J.  , LER,  , Ab , 2008, September/
October 2009  

LEACH, Private, Francis J.  , LER, WW 2 , Edson, Ab , 
2005, November/December 2005  

LOWICK, Corporal, Marshall , 2 LER, WW 2 , 
Swift Current, Saskatchewan , 2007  , November/
December 2007  

MACINTOSH, Campbell , LER,  , Mb , 2007  , 
November/December 2007  

MANSOFF, Private, William , LER, WW 2 , Mb , 2006   

MEASHAW, Corporal, William , LER,  , BC , 2008, 
November/December 2008  

MERRIGAN, Private, William J. , LER, WW 2, Korean 
War , Halifax, Nova Scotia , 2009  , September/
October 2010  

MILLER, Private, George P. , LER, WW 2 , Ab , 2007, 
November/December 2008  

MONRO, Herbert, C.D. Tuesday, 10 Jan 2012 
Gulf Islands Driftwood Salt Spring Island, B.C. 
July 8, 1921 - January 10, 2012.   Herb passed 
away peacefully. He was predeceased by his 
loving wife Anne. Herb is survived by his son Ian 
(Margaret) of Salt Spring Island, his daughter Ellen 
and granddaughters Chris and Pam of Regina; 
his sisters Georgette of Edmonton and Betty of 
Vancouver.   Herb had a rich and varied life. He 
was an Alberta cowboy, a soldier (Loyal Edmonton 
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Regiment), a policeman (Edmonton City Police), a 
Warrant Officer (RCAF), a Canada Customs Officer, 
and a member of the Salt Spring Island Golf and 
Country Club.   Heartfelt thanks are extended to Dr. 
David Beaver and the cheerfully competent staff of 
Lady Minto Hospital

MUNAWICH, Private, William , LER,  , Edmonton, 
Ab , 2006, November/December 2006  

NELSON, Private, Alvin (Bud) , LER, WW 2 , Ab , 
2006, May/June 2007  

OKRAINEC, Private, Dan  , LER, WW 2 , Mb , 2005  , 
November/December 2005  

PRUNKL, Private, George , LER, WW 2 , Ab , 2007  , 
March April 2008  

POMMEN , Albert “Harvey”  1916 - 2012 Harvey 
Albert Pommen, beloved 
husband of the late Helen 
Pommen, passed away in 
Lethbridge on Monday, 
June 11, 2012 at the age 
of 96 years. Relatives and 
friends met with the family 
at the Southland Funeral 
Chapel, Taber, Thursday, 
June 14, 2012 from 7:00 
P.M. to 8:00 P.M. The Funeral 

Service was held at Knox United Church, 4929 - 
50 Avenue, Taber, Friday, June 15, 2012 at 2:00 
P.M. with Reverend Sandra Riddell officiating. 
Burial followed at the Taber Memorial Garden. 
Harvey is survived by his children Allen (Marjorie) 
Pommen of Vegreville, David (Suzanna) Pommen 
of Cranford and Nola (Lonny) Mackenzie-Grieve 
of Lethbridge; grandchildren Bradley (Amy) 
Pommen, Kimberley (Tyson) Christiansen, Shawna 
and Sarah Pommen, Keona and James Mackenzie-
Grieve. He is also survived by his brother Edward 
(Margaret) Pommen of Lethbridge; brother-in-
law Floyd Tomlinson of Kelowna; sister-in-law 
Dorothy Pommen of Calgary. He was predeceased 

by his wife Magdalena Helen in 2005; siblings 
William Pommen, Elsie Morris, Tilley Pommen, Ida 
Matheson, Helen Hinton, Margaret Tomlinson and 
Arthur Pommen. Harvey was born in Moosehorn, 
Manitoba to Olga and Gottlieb George Pommen. His 
early years were spent on the family farm where 
he developed the skills he would later use on his 
own farm. In 1943 he volunteered to serve Canada 
in WWII and helped liberate Italy and Holland. 
He started the war with the PLDGs and was 
transferred to the LERs to fight with the Regiment 
in Italy where he was wounded and repatriated to 
Canada as a casualty.  He sustained gunshot and 
shrapnel wounds and returned to Canada. After the 
war, he was able to farm northeast of Taber where 
he married and raised his family. After retiring from 
farming, he became an avid golfer and pursued the 
sport with great enthusiasm well into his eighties. 
He eventually retired to Lethbridge where he has 
resided until the time of his passing. 

REHAUME, Private, Henry J. , LER, WW 2 , Ab , 
2007, May/June 2007  

ROGNVALDSON, Private, Douglas J. , LER,  , Ab , 
2010, September/October 2010  

SCHILLER, Private, George , LER, WW 2 , Thunder 
Bay, On , 2007, November/December 2007  

SEABROOK, Sergeant , A. Gilbert , LER, WW 2 , BC , 
2010, September/October 2011  

SHKROBOT, Stephen, LER,  , Lethbridge, Ab , 
2005  , November/December 2006  

STACEY, Nicole Francis - April 30, 1985 - 
September 22, 2011 a light went 
out when Nicole Francis Stacey 
died in a tragic plane accident 
in Yellowknife on Thursday, 
September 22, 2011.  Nicole is 
survived by her mother Patricia 
Dillon (Jan Ten-Wolde), sister 
Michele (Dwight Grabke), and 
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brothers Gordon and Matthew (Morgan Reid), her 
father Frank Stacey (Roselyn) and little brothers 
Anthony and Karl, grandfather Ralph Stacey, 
partner Ryan Windatt, and numerous uncles, aunts, 
and cousins in the Northwest Territories and across 
Canada.  Funeral services and a celebration of 
Nicole’s life was held at the Holy Trinity Anglican 
Church in Yellowknife on September 28, 2011 at 
2 p.m., with internment at Lakeview Cemetery in 
Yellowknife and a reception at DND Headquarters 
at 4:30 p.m.  The family would like to thank 
everyone who assisted in the planning of the 
funeral and the celebration of Nicole’s life, and for 
supplying the food, refreshments, accommodations 
and airline tickets.  Special thanks to Jan, Mike and 
AJ McCreadie, Dan and Lois Grabke.  Thank you for 
the comfort and care that you have given the family 
during this difficult time.  here were many others 
who contributed but the list is too numerous to 
mention, you know who you are and we give you 
heart-felt thanks. Thanks to the Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment C  Company (the Yellowknife Company), 
the Department of National Defense, Expedite 
North, Canadian North, First Air, the northern 
aviation industry, local businesses and community 
support. In lieu of flowers, donations can be made 
to the Canadian Cancer Society and the Yellowknife 
SPCA. Nicole will be forever loved and remembered. 

STICKEL, Private, Emanuel  , LER, WW 2 , Medicine 
Hat, Ab , 2005  , November/December 2005  

THOMPSON, Private , John A. , LER, WW 2 , Quebec 
, 2009  , March/April 2010  

THOMPSON, William J.  , LER, WW 2 , Ab , 2005  , 
November/December 2005  

TOUROND, Private, Patrick D. , Calgary 
Highlanders, LER, WW 2 , Ab , 2005  , November/
December 2006  

TRENHOLM, Oswald, LER, WW 2 , New Brunswick , 
2008, September/October 2009 

WALL, Robert (Bob) January 14, 1943 - September 
20, 2011.  The family announces the sudden 
passing of Bob. He is survived by his wife Iris of 19 
years; son Robert (Yvonne); stepdaughters Tina 
(Bill) Cormier, Heather (Berk) Bilgen; stepson Scott 
(Christine) Orbell; six grandchildren; previous 
spouse Heather Wall and brother Calvin.  He was 
predeceased by his brother Jim and sister Irene On 
January 14, 1943, he was born in the OLD Royal 
Alexandra Hospital in Edmonton, AB to Dora and 
Art Wall. He has three older siblings - Jim, Irene 
and Calvin.  He was raised in the town of Fawcett, 
AB just north of Westlock, AB. He went to school 
in Fawcett and completed grade 10 in 1960. He 
joined the Army Cadets in 1953/1954. He went 
to three summer camps in Vernon, BC. He took 
junior leader, senior leader and driver’s course. 
While he was in cadets he was in two military 
tattoos in Vernon, where he learned to drive 3 
ton trucks on the hills around Vernon. He made 
several good friends while in cadets and kept in 
touch till the early 1980’s. In June of 1960, he 
joined the army in the Royal Canadian Service 
Corp at the age of 17, with his parents consent (in 
Camp Borden Recruit Training). He reached the 
rank of cadet Lt. in our corp. It started as the 19th 
Alberta Armoured car Regiment; it later changed 
to 19th Alberta Dragoons. He was released from 
the army in July 1961 on a medical discharge. 
He was having problems with a kidney. He was 
released in Toronto, and then came back to Fawcett 
in the winter/ spring of 1962. He took the Army 
National Survival Course and made some friends 
he still talks to now and again. In September 1964, 
he was married for the first time and had one son 
Robert. He worked odd jobs from the pump jockey 
to welder repair, milkman, truck driver, then with 
the city of Edmonton for 32 years. There he worked 
in the Water and Sewer Department. While with 
the city he had various jobs - repair small motors 
and tools, truck driver, trouble shooter, dispatcher, 
foreman and equipment operator. During this time 
he joined the Reserves; first in the Royal Canadian 
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Army Service Corp in Edmonton; then 16 years 
with the Loyal Edmonton Regiment (4ppcli), 
retired as the RSM in 1980. In December 1980 he 
started with 745 Edmonton Comm. Squadron till 
1989. Then he spent one year with the Southern 
Alberta Light Horse and finally retired in 1990. He 
also joined the Alberta Mounted Rifles Association 
in 1979 as Wagon Master as he did not ride horses. 
He participated in many historical rides (Louis Riel, 
Fort Benton, Montana, and Fort Steel, B.C. just to 
name a few). He was a life time member with the 
Jasper Place Legion for over 35 years, and also a 
long time member of the O.B. Sammies Club. 
 
WAILING, Thomas A., LER, WW 2 , Saskatchewan , 
2005, November/December 2005  

WHITE, Master Warrant Officer , William, LER, 4 
Cdn. Guards, Korean War, N.S. , 2005  , March/April 
2006  

WILBURN, Private, Edward J. , LER, WW 2  , 
Calgary, Ab , 2010  , March/April 2011  

ZAHARA, Private, John , LER, Reserve,  , Edmonton , 
2004, March/April, 2005   

Platoon Commander’s Lament

In times of strife they look to me
While under fire from the guns

To keep them alive all thirty-three
To send them back to their own loved ones

 
A field of fire enflames the sky
Terror burns within our hearts

Again I hear the awful cry
Of a man so young who takes Death’s dart.

 
Silently I accept the blame

From accusing pale white faces
Do they know that I can feel their pain

In dreams I see transparent faces
 

I yearn to leave this hellish land
The pang of fear gnaws within

To return to a life that was so grand
But leader’s shackles chain me in

 
I pray for strength in my final hour

please my God make me stand
To defy the Enemy’s flaming shower

To face the act of Death’s hand

By 

Jim Mcginnis 1982
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